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ROMANS' BREWING COMAPANY 

EXECUTIVE 

This report is a comprehensive 

presentation of the results of extensive 

efforts to establish a development plan for 

Roman's Brewing Company in Tucson, 

Arizona. To complete this goal, necessary 

tasks were divided into five categories: 1) 

Market analysis, 2) Land use and 

regulations, 3) Site selection, 4) 

Architecture and design, and 5) Financial 

analysis. The determination of and 

completion of necessary research in each 

area was assigned to groups of three to five 

members, and the results and 

recommendations of each group's 

undertaking are included as a separate 

section. Although each group worked 

individually, a significant amount of over

lap and inter-dependence between the 

responsibilities of these groups linked their 

efforts, and each section of this report will 

refer to some extent to the conclusions 

stated in other sections. Since all groups 

were working concurrently, and their 

results are presented here separately, the 

chronology between each section should be 

considered parallel rather than sequential. 

The market analysis group surveyed the 

market on a national, regional, and local 

level. The market was found to be very 

receptive to entry at each of these levels. 

SUMMARY 

Regionally, the target market was 

determined demographically and 

psycographically. Based on these 

determinations, a recommendation was 

made as to the best general part of town in 

which to locate the brewery. Locally, the 

following considerations were explored: 

Packaging, clientele, and determinants of 

maintaining stable sales. The marketing 

section also defines advertising 

alternatives, their benefits and costs, and 

other marketing strategies. 

The site selection section first discusses the 

criteria most important to determining 

whether a given site is suitable. 

Distribution costs, market analysis, 

accessibility, physical features (size, ceiling 

height, structural support), and regulations 

were determined to be the most significant 

factors in site selection. Many sites in the 

part of town recommended by the 

marketing group were evaluated based on 

these considerations, and the four most 

promising sites were found. After these 

sites were narrowed down to two by the 

land use and regulation group, the 

remaining two were evaluated in detail. 

These evaluations are included. 
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The land use and regulations section deals 

with zoning and land use requirements for 

possible brew-pub sites, and also with 

regulations and procedures for obtaining 

necessary permits. Based on allowable 

primary and secondary land uses specified 

by zoning regulations, only two of the four 

sites found by the site selection group were 

found to be suitable. Based on 

transportation regulatory considerations, 

both of these remaining sites were 

determined to be equally feasible. 

Extensive eligibility criteria and procedures 

for obtaining a liquor license and a 

disposal/waste permit are also included. 

The architectural design and construction 

group defined the following criteria with 

which to evaluate the two sites: Users, 

goals (organizational and facility), site 

utilization, building plan, image, security, 

operation and maintenance. In this 

section, both of the sites are evaluated in 

detail, and recommendations for each site 

are given. 

Four different five-year scenarios were 

analyzed by the financial analysis group. 

Two scenarios assume different equipment 

lives (10 years and 40 years), the third 

considers the purchase of a third fermentor, 

and the fourth considers the possibility of 

buying rather than renting the building. 

The results of these analyses given in the 

financial analysis section list the 

assumptions necessary in obtaining the 

results, as well as the percentage return on 

investments after a five year period. These 

returns range from losing $10,000 to 

gaining 8°/o above the interest rate on all 

investments. 

The determinations given in each of these 

sections should compliment each other and 

work together to aid in determining a 

development plan for Roman's Brewing 

Company. The two most promising sites 

have been analyzed based on criteria in 

each applicable category, and the results of 

these analyses should be sufficient for 

determining where to locate the brewery. 

Plans for production and sales should 

follow recommendations given in the 

marketing and financial analysis sections. 

Hopefully, the information in this report 

will be sufficient for creating a well-defined 

development plan for the brewery which 

will insure its success. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The development of a successful 

microbrewery requires a thorough 
examination of marketing strategy, 
regulation and land use, site selection, 
architectural design, and financial analysis. 
The purpose of this report is to apply these 
criteria in developing a plan for the 

Romans' Brewing Company. The 
following major topics will be addressed. 

The marketing section is an inquiry into 
the major marketing trends that pertain to 
microbreweries. This area focuses on the 
demographics in the Tucson area. A 

discussion on advertising strategies and 

costs follows. Site selection is concerned 
with identifying and evaluating potential 
sites for the microbrewery. Regulations 

and Land Uses are an important aspect of 

any business or land development. This 

section addresses administrative 

procedures, land uses, transportation, 

zoning, liquor licensing and permitting 
requirements as they relate to the 
microbrewing industry. An analysis of the 

regulations that affect two selected sites is 

included. The architectural design section 
will provide a discussion on the program 
goals for the Romans' Brewing Company. 
The visual and architectural context of the 
two sites is considered. A schematic design 
for Romans' Brewing Company will be 
produced. The financial analysis section 

develops four financial scenarios that can 

be quantitatively compared and analyzed. 
This development plan encompasses the 

integration of concepts, information and 

analysis from all of these areas. 
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MARKETING 

Marketing is an important element for any development project being carried throughout the 

process from idea inception through the advertising of new products. The following section 

will discuss the current trends in the microbrew market from a national to local scale as well 

as strategies for attracting establishments and individual customers in the Tucson area. 

NATIONAL AND REGIONAL MICROBREW MARKET TRENDS 

National 

It is a good time to enter the microbrewery 

business. As of 1991, the national malt 

beverag_e market has been primarily 

consistent, with occasional peaks and dips 

(The 1993 Beverage Marketing Directory, 

XIV). In 1982, 182.4 million barrels of beer 

were produced, while in 1991 the 

production increased to 188.8 million 

barrels. During the same time period, the 

national beer per capita consumption rate 

dropped from 24.2 gallons in 1982 to 23.2 

gallons in 1991 (The 1993 Beverage 

Regional 

The regional market, as well as the national 

market is receptive to microbreweries I 
brewpubs. According to the Spring 1987 

survey conducted by Mediamark Research 

Inc., the Northeast and the West were the 

two regions to locate in to begin a small 

Marketing Directory, XV). This decrease is 

not deviating to the market. 

Micro breweries /brewpubs themselves have 

been gaining popularity since 1977. Only 

one microbrewery /brewpub existed in 1977, 

while in 1991 there were two hundred fifty 

microbreweries/brewpubs (1992 Modern 

Brewery Age Blue Book, 223). In 1994, the 

microbrew market jumped from .9°/o of 

total national beer sales in 1993 to being 

1.4°/o of the total market (Fabricant, C1). 

brewery (Hamel, 46). The survey measured 

the consumption of domestic versus 

imported beer by regions, age bracket of 18-

34 year olds, college graduates, and high 

income earners. The Northeast and the 

West came up strong in all measures for 
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the consumption of imported beers. The 

consumption of imported beers is used as 

FINDING THE TARGET MARKET 

an indicator of the consumption of 

micro brews. 

Demographic Analysis of the Microbrew Consumer 

According to an article in the May, 1995 

issue of American Demographics, young 

affluent Americans are the largest 

consumer group of microbrews. According 

to the same source, education and income 

are the two best predictors. Most 

households with an income of at least 

$75,000 and a graduate-school level 

education have at least sampled a 

microbrewed beer. 

American Demographics also states that the 

microbrewers' target market is white-collar 

adults younger than age 45 with disposable 

income. The average micro drinker is 

between the ages of 21 and 34. 

To find where the people in this target 

market are concentrated, information from 

the City of Tucson 1990 census figures was 

mapped. (see Marketing Appendix M-1 

through M-4) The maps have been colored 

to represent census tracts in which the 

majority of residents fit the American 

Demographics consumer model. The 

following criteria have been mapped in the 

figures: 

1) Consumers ages 21-34 (M-1) 

2) Household income of $50,000 or above 

(M-2) 

3) College/University graduate (M-3) 

4) All three factors combined (M-4) 

The greatest concentration of residences 

fitting the American Demographics criteria 

are north of River Road, and the area just 

east of downtown. 

Psychographic Analysis of the Microbrew Consumer 

The drinkers of microbrews tend not to 
drink for quantity, but demand quality 

when they do drink. Bob August, plant 

manager for Sierra Nevada Brewing 

Company described their customers as a 

"young, college-educated, well-traveled 

group that is familiar with foreign beers." 

However, he states that "regular beer 
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drinkers" who usually buy Budweiser or 

Miller occasionally splurge on a Sierra 

Nevada. (Interview in American 

Demographics, April 1988, p.46) 

Studies show that women are also a large 

segment of the microbrew market. 

According to Fritz Maytag, owner of the 

Anchor Brewing Company of San 

Francisco, "Fewer women drink beer, but 

those who do are more interested in beer. 

They seek out a distinctive character." (P.46) 

There is also a niche of consumers' interest 

that the larger breweries cannot reach. Dan 

Bradford, the marketing director of the 

Association of Brewers states that the 

microbrew market segment "wants to 

experience different kinds of tastes in 

different styles of beer. They want to learn 

to identify the different blends of hops and 

barley. They are treating beer the way wine 

connoisseurs treat wine." (Advertising Age, 

August 15, 1998, p.S-2) 

Microbrew consumers have proven to be 

loyal to local regional brands with taste 

being of greater importance than price. 

Because of this local loyalty and desire for 

quality the microbrew market will have to 

compete with imports even more so than 

domestic beers. 

Susan Reilly, the Public Relations and 

advertising director for SVF, Inc., a 

distributor in Madison, Wisconsin, has 

found that "People are more interested in 

local products; they are looking for new 

experiences, attitudes, and they are more 

health conscious. And these beers meet 

these needs." (P .S-1) 

THE LOCAL MARKET: MICRO BREWS IN THE TUCSON AREA 

After numerous interviews and surveys of 

restaurant and bar owners and managers, it 

became increasingly obvious that the 

market for micro-brewery beers in Tucson 

has been swelling insatiably. In the past, 

micro-breweries were confined to sales 

within white-collar markets. The owner of 

Famous Sam's on South Palo Verde Road 

said that though he had tried to offer a 

selection of these beers years ago, he had 

discontinued them because the restaurant's 

blue-collar clientele just was not interested. 

Although his experience was at one time 

the rule among establishments that catered 

to low-income groups, those who kept a 

few micro-brewed beers around in spite of 

its unpopularity have experienced a sudden 

resurgence in demand in the last few years. 
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The market in Tucson for beers brewed for 

quality rather than quantity has entered a 

period of rapid expansion, offering vast 

opportunities for growth to existing 

breweries and opening the doors to new 

ones. In order to take advantage of this 

Background 

The micro-brew market in Tucson, as in 

any city, is unique. The population of 

Tucson is a unique mixture of ages, 

incomes, occupations, and cultures. Local 

features such as 
!FIGURE 1 

flourishing market, and to survive against 

increasing competition, the local 

characteristics and constraints of the market 

must be well understood. This section will 

deal with identifying and describing those 

characteristics and constraints. 

definitely interested in trying a new brew 

on tap while five would consider it. The 

other three restaurants were not interested. 

Appendix M-5 lists the restaurants that sell 

microbrews, and 

includes the the dry, warm 

climate, the 

University of 

Arizona, and 

proximity to the 

border have 

attracted a diverse 

population with 

diverse needs. In 

order to get an 

Tucson Microbrew Sales, Restaurants and Bars addresses and phone 

numbers of each 

along with the 

following: 1) The 

number of 

microbrews that are 

on tap, 2) The keg 

turnaround 

accurate 

measurement of 

Sell 

Microbrews, 
Bottles Only 

10% 

the demand for microbrews in Tucson, 

over 170 restaurants and bars were 

surveyed by phone. Of these restaurants, 

43 sell microbrews and 26 sell them on tap. 

Seventeen of these establishments were 

Sell 

ra te(lower-end and 

upper-end values 

given), and 3) 

Whether the pub would be willing to try a 

new microbeer on tap. This list should be 

helpful in trying to locate initial outlets to 

sell Dark Mountain Brews. 
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Criteria and Constraints 

In order to determine what criteria and 

constraints will determine the success and 

failure of a brewery in the Tucson area, 

those restaurants and bars which were 

previously found to sell microbrews were 

contacted again. Managers, owners, and 

bartenders were questioned in order to find 

the answers to the following qualitative 

questions: 

1) What kind of packaging is necessary? 

(I.e.- Can a new microbrewery be 

successful without bottling, or will 

selling only draft present a significant 

barrier to market entry?) 

Packaging 

Owners, managers, and bartenders agreed 

that beers sell much better on tap than in 

bottles because they are much less 

expensive. Many places even have a guest 

tap to introduce new beers, creating a useful 

inlet for new microbrews. Twenty-two 

ounce bottles were discussed as one possible 

alternative to more expensive 12 oz bottles, 

but sources said that larger bottles do not 

The Clientele and Their Desires 

Local answers to the question of who 

drinks microbrews varied considerably. 

2) What kind of people drink microbrews, 

and what desires shape their demand? 

3) How can a microbrew attract consistent, 

loyal business, in order to maintain a 

place on the tap? 

The answers to these questions were 

relatively consistent from one 

establishment to the next, and should 

prove invaluable in developing a market 

strategy and deciding how to target the 

population of Tucson. 

sell well because they seem too expensive 

to the customer and get warm and go flat 

quickly. Although these larger beers sell 

well in stores, they will not sell in food

service establishments. All things 

considered, bottling is not necessary to be 

successful in restaurants and bars in 

Tucson. 

Some sources insist that only upper

echelon businessmen drink microbrews, 
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others claim that only students are 

interested, and still others claim that even 

blue-collar types drink it. From the varied 

responses to the question of who drinks 

microbrews, it became clear that, though 

the previously listed criteria for income 

and age do describe the largest market, 

microbrew sales in Tucson are in no way 

limited to this group. People of all ages, 

income levels, and genders are drinking 

microbrews, but what is it that they are 

looking for? 

The trend toward microbrews seems to be 

coinciding with a more conservative 

attitude towards alcohol. Dave Ellis, the 

owner of Zachary's Pizza, who sells 

Maintaining Stable Sales 

Although the market has seen a steady and 

overwhelming trend toward micro-brewed 

beers, the expanding demand does not 

necessarily mean stability for the 

microbrewery. As with any market trend, 

the vacuum of demand is being quickly 

filled by an influx of fierce competition. 

Nearly every restaurant and bar surveyed 

said they rotate their tap microbrews on a 

regular basis. Most managers felt that it is 

necessary to change most of these beers to 

keep interest, or they would not sell well 

otherwise. The eclectic mood and desire for 

microbrews and imports on 25 taps (mostly 

to students and business men), said that, 

"People don't want to get drunk anymore, 

but they want an experience. They're 

drinking less, so they want to drink better. 

It's kind of a quality over quantity thing." 

Michelle Gould, the daytime manager at 

Cafe Magritte downtown, which caters 

mainly to "artistic clients" said, "they're in 

here for an experience, so they say what the 

hell. They're very eclectic." Understanding 

this desire for an experience beyond what a 

domestic beer can give them, and targeting 

that desire in advertising and packaging, is 

crucial in order to capture a following of 

loyal customers. 

something new that has piqued consumers' 

interest in microbrews has also made them 

very fickle. Because of this, one of the 

greatest concerns for the successful 

microbrewer will be to define the criteria 

that owners use to determine which 

microbrews are to be kept on tap. The 

sources interviewed agreed on a few keys to 

sustaining interest. 

Of the many microbrews playing "king of 

the mountain" for a spot on the tap, four 

have exhibited a remarkable ability to hold 
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their position in the blur of competition. 

Samuel Adams, Pete's, Anchor, and Sierra 

Nevada brewing companies have 

maintained a widespread seniority on tap. 

The success of these brands, agree most 

Quality 

Quality is, of course, the most important 

factor in this list. The main idea behind the 

microbrewery is that lower-quantity is 

associated with higher quality. In order to 

keep customers loyal, the taste of the beer 

must meet high standards. A beer with an 

outstanding and unique flavor is much 

more likely to be a success. The owner of 

Zachary's said that although his personal 

favorite beer was not well known, he 

decided to introduce it because "It's just 

such a good beer." People were a bit 

reluctant to try it, but he was so impressed 

with its quality that he convinced them to. 

The beer is now very successful there, and 

Variety and Uniqueness 

Variety is also invaluable to microbrew 

sales. The four most successful brews 

already mentioned offer seasonal beers, 

recognizing that people want a lighter beer 

(wheat or pale) in the summer, and a 

darker beer in the winter. Amber ales show 

year-round appeal, as red beers are very 

sources, can be attributed to superiority in 

three areas: Overall quality (taste and 

label), variety (seasonal and trend appeal) & 

uniqueness, and interesting advertising. 

the liquor store across the street is usually 

sold out. This example shows that a great 

tasting beer is easily successful. 

The label is also crucial to the customer's 

impression of the quality of the beer. 

Consumers feel that an exquisite label is an 

indicator that the producers take pride in 

their product. The customer's experience 

with a microbrew starts with the 

anticipation they feel from looking at the 

label on the table tent while waiting for 

their drink, and ends while they hold the 

empty bottle in their hand. 

popular at the moment. Indeed, anything 

with "Red" in the name seems to be selling 

well. 

The uniqueness of a particular brew has 

proven to be a holding force for beers such 

as Pyramid's Apricot Ale. Uniqueness is 
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often a gamble, and in order for an 

adventurous beer to find success it must be 

unique enough to spark interest while 

following an established trend of market 

demand. Though the Pyramid Apricot Ale 

is the only widespread apricot ale around, 

its success rides on the wave of an 

increasing demand for fruit beers. Other 

beers, such as raspberry and apple brews, are 

unique enough to find a niche while still 

following the established trend. Other 

trendy types of beers include Red beers (as 

mentioned before) and ice drafts (which 

have not been sufficiently explored by 

microbreweries). Wise experimentation 

with new flavors and styles should stay 

within the bounds of these proven market 

trends. 

ATTRACTING CONSUMERS TO DARK MOUNTAIN BREWS 

Regional Appeal 

The northeast and west roast have the 

greatest concentration of m icrobreweries. 

The market in Arizona is still open, 

particularly in Tucson where only 2 other 

knovvn microbreweries will be in operation 

at the time of Dark Mountain's opening. 

Restaurant and bar owners as well as 

microbrew drinkers will be interested in 

Taste 

The taste is of cnurse of the utmost 

importance in selling a beer. Current trends 

throughout the US. show that seasonal 

beers are extremely popular. In the summer 

of 1995 there were more domestic and 

imported wheat beers, fruit beers, India pale 

ales and golden lagers on the market than 

ever before. Tom Pirko, the president of 

trying a local product particularly if" Brewed 

in Tucson." This point is extremely 

important. Anyway that the name 

"Tucson" can be incorporated into the 

product larel andadvertisingwill increase 

interest. The regionality and freshness of the 

product will be major sellingpointsnext to 

the most important factor, taste. 

Bevmark, aconsultingcompanyto the 

beverage industryin New York recently 

completed a study in 10 cities of the seasonal 

beer market The study commissioned by 

one of the "big three" cnm panies showed 

that an interest in seasonal beers was one 

reason consumers who had not been 

devoted beer drinkers are now drinking 
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more beer. (TheN ew York Times Aug16, 

1995 pp.C1-C2) 

Local restaurant owners in Tucson have 
confirmed this seasonal trend. This rotation 
of brews allows a greater opportunity for 
Dark Mountain to take a tap space in these 
establishments. With the tern per ate dim ate 
of Tucson, light beers for hot weather 
including a Kulsch and an India Pale Ale are 

Advertising 

In advertising, communicating a well 
defined message is key. If the label and the 
name do not achieve this by correlating the 
marketing mix (i.e. place, people, size of 
market) to the name and label, the message 
is ineffective. A proper marketing strategy 
and advertisements can be the most 
powerful driving force in selling a product. 
Without it, a great product can fail. 

There are a number of options open for 
advertising. The national averages of 
advertising money spent in different areas 
are as follows: 

Newspapers 25°/o 

Television 24°/o 

Direct Mail 20°/o 

Other 22°/o 

Radio 5°/o 

Magazines 4°/o 

the most likely to be successful (in terms of 
volume) and could probably be sold year 
round. Then u t brown and amber ales are 
growing in popularity and will be more 
marketable duringthe late fall, winter, and 
early spring when tern peratures cool off. 
The variety of tastes and flavors is what 
draws the microbrew consumer therefore it 
is am ust that Dark Mountain Brews have 
some seasonal variation. 

Deciding on the method of advertising is 
important. In a small market such as 
Tucson, newspapers may be an efficient and 
cost-effective form of advertising. For Dark 
Mountain Brewery public interest articles in 
the Arizona Daily Star, Tucson Citizen, 
Tucson Lifestyles Magazine, and other local 
publications will be the best advertising. 

Cost to advertise in Arizona Daily Star and 
Tucson Citizen (combined): 

-Regular ads: 

2" x 2", black and white 

daily- $120 per day $145 Sunday 
2" x 2", color 

daily- $581 per day $677 Sunday 
100" in 12 months 

daily- $400 per day $460 Sunday 
-Circulation 

Daily 155,000 Sunday 180,000 
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When a specific target market exists, direct 

mail is an effective and fairly low cost way 

to advertise. The following are average 

costs for sending flyers through direct mail 

to target a particular market area: 

8 1 /2" x 11 ", black and white- $287.50 per 

10,000 

8 1/2" x 11", 3 colors- $367.50 per 10,000 

(up to 6 colors) 

Placing business cards strategically in pubs 

can be another effective form of advertising 

One can monitor the success of this form of 

advertising by looking at the trends in sales 

at a particular establishment where these 

cards are placed. 

SierraN ev ada and Anchor Brewing 

Companies reing among the most succesgful 

micro brews do not spend a great deal on 

advertising In contrast to the major 

breweries like Miller, Coors, and Anheuser

Busch, volume and distribution area are not 

of the greatest importance to 

microbreweries. In a small market "word of 

mouth" is an inexpensive and valuable tool. 

Strategies for Market Entry 

Owners need to taste the beers. One 

suggestion is to offer kegs at half-price to 

restaurants and pubs allowing them to see 

Brewery T -shirts, caps, and other apparel 

items are a growing trend acroffi the country. 

Offering these items for sale on site will 

draw revenue forthe company as well as 

providing 'free advertising' each time a 

customer bears the brewery logo. 

Within restaurants, table tents, coasters and 

special promotional nights will be the best 

wayto attract new consumers. Educating 

bartenders and wai tstaff on the brews will 

help to increase awareness of the beers 

among restaurant customers. 

Allowing the micro brew to be sold for 

fundraisingor being a corporate sponsor at 

charity events will draw local attention and 

business. Consumers are im presged by 

businesses with obvious concern for local 

issues and organizations. 

Participation in Beer Festivals around the 

Southwest and throughout Arizona will 

provide a greater opportunity to showcase 

Dark Mountain products to possible clients. 

Winning awards at these festivals would be 

another plus that the brewing company 

could use in publicity and advertising. 

how well the product will sell in their 

establishment. Inviting local owners to an 

exclusive grand opening of the brewery, 
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offering tours, tastings, and T-shirts will 

prove to owners that their business is 

important to Roman's Brewing Company 

SUMMARY 

The results of the marketing research 

conducted concludes that the most 

important attributes of Dark Mountain 

Brew are the quality of taste and label, 

strong seasonal and trend appeal, and 

effective advertising. It is key to emphasize 

that the brews are locally produced in 

Tucson in order to compete in the growing 

market. According to our surveys, bottling 

will not be necessary to market the brew on 

a local scale. 

Through the use of the appropriate 

demographic information and telephone 

surveys of Tucson's bars and restaurants, 

the determination was made that the 

downtown/Fourth Avenue area would be 

and that Dark Mountain brew would be an 

asset to them. 

the best location for the brewery and an 

eventual brewpub. In actuality, looking at 

the demographic maps shows the best 

location to be slightly to the northeast of 

the University of Arizona. However many 

of the restaurants and bars were not located 

in this area. On the other hand, there was a 

high concentration of restaurants and bars 

located in the downtown/Fourth Avenue 

area. Since the first part of the plan only 

includes a microbrewery that transports its 

own product, this location is the most 

practical. This location will also be good for 

the future intentions of a brewpub, since 

this area has the potential to become a "bar 

district" due to its central location and 

existing bars and restaurants. 
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SITE SELECTION 

The purpose of site selection is to identify 

and evaluate suitable sites within the 

Tucson metropolitan area for the proposed 

microbrewery. The first stage in the site 

selection process involves the definition of 

criteria that are necessary in a successful 

microbrewery site. The second stage entails 

narrowing the search to a specific region 

within Tucson in which to focus the site 

search. This locational analysis is based 

upon those criteria most likely to vary 

spatially within the metropolitan area. This 

analysis resulted in the decision to focus 

the site search on the Downtown/Fourth 

CRITERIA DEFINITION 

The site selection process began by defining 

the criteria used to evaluate sites. These 

criteria serve as a guide to the subsequent 

phases of the site selection process. Two 

types of criteria are defined. First, the 

'musts' criteria are those that are essential 

in order for the site to be considered for the 

brewing operation. These include 

structural features, such as ceiling height, 

which must be present in the building for 

beer production to be feasible. The second 

type of criteria are categorized as 'wants'. 

A venue region of Tucson. The third stage 

involves a thorough search of this 

narrower area to identify potential sites. 

The two most promising sites are located at 

342 E. Toole (The Southern Pacific Railroad 

Station), and at 221 Stephenson (at the 

intersection of Fourth A venue and Eighth 

Street). Stage four involves an in depth 

evaluation of these sites based upon the site 

selection criteria defined in stage one. In 

the final section, detailed information is 

presented for each site, and 

recommendations are offered based upon 

the comprehensive analysis. 

These are criteria that are desired in a site, 

either because they increase the efficiency of 

the brewing operation, or because in some 

manner they enhance the microbrewery's 

overall chance of success. The 'wants' 

criteria also include elements such as 

utili ties, that are essential to the micro

brewery, but that can be added at the site 

for a reasonable cost if not already present. 

In Table 1, the criteria are divided into 

three categories; locational criteria, building 

features, and utilities. 
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Locational Criteria 

Distribution Costs 

Distribution costs are measured by the 
percentage of potential establishments 

falling within a radius of 2, 5, and 10 miles 
from the site. 

Surrounding Development 

The site should be located in an attractive 
area, in which the existing landuses 
complement the microbrewery. 

Site Attractiveness 

The client desires an attractive building and 
lot that will enhance the reputation of the 
brewery. 

Physical Building Features 

There are several key structural features 
that must be present in the site for brewing 
to be feasible. In addition, there are many 
other elements that are considered 
desirable if present in the building. · 

Space 

A minimum of 1600 sq. ft. of space is 

required for the operation of the brewing 

equipment. A larger space, of up to 3000 sq. 
ft. would improve the efficiency of the 

production process. 

Site Accessibility 
The ideal site is easily accessible to delivery 
trucks, as well as to major transportation 

routes. 

Brew Pub Potential 

The potential for the location to eventually 

house a brewpub is desirable. 

School and Church Proximity 

The site must not be located within three 

hundred feet of a school or church. 

Expandability 

The client desires a site that can be easily 
expanded to include additional brewing 
capacity, as well as to eventually house a 
brewpub on site. 

Ceiling Height 

The brewing equipment requires a 

minimum ceiling height of twelve feet. 
Higher ceilings are desirable, because they 
cab increase the efficiency of the brewing 
operation through the use of gravity driven 
systems. Also, door clearance of at least 
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8'10" is desired to ease the movement of 

equipment in and out of the building. 

Accessibility 

The building must be accessible to delivery 
trucks, and a loading dock is preferred. A 
minimum of two parking spaces is needed. 

Leasing Costs 

Utilities 

Utilities required for the brewing operation 
include: 

• Electric Service- 3 phase A. 

• 3" waterline providing 20-30 gpm. 

• Natural gas connection is preferred. 
• Sewage- sufficient for the disposal of all 

brewing waste materials. 

TABLE 1 

Criteria list 

Locational 
Distribution Costs 
Customers within 2 mi. 
Customers within 5 mi. 
Customers within 10 mi. 
Surrounding development 
Site attractiveness 
Site accessibility 
Proximity to churches and schools 
Brew Pub Potential 

Building Features 

Monthly leasing costs should not exceed 

two thousand dollars per month. 

Additional Building Criteria 

Floors, walls, and ceilings that are 
composed of easily cleaned materials are 
desired, as well as a separate space for sales 
to the public and a walk in refrigerator. 
The client also prefers a historic building 

for the brewery. 

It is desirable to have the required utilities 
already in place at the site, although this is 
not a necessity because they can be obtained 

at an additional cost. 

SITE CRITERIA 

Musts Wants 

X 

X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
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Monthly rental costs 
Space 
Expandability- production 
Expandability- brew pub 
Separate area for public sales 
Walk in Refrigerator (60 kegs) 
Ceilings 
Door clearance 
Loading Dock 
Structural integrity- 4000 lb. 
Floors- walls- ceilings (Easy to clean and 
drainage) 
Truck Accessibility 
Parking 
Historic building 

Utilities 
Sufficient power- 3 Phase/ 300 A service 
3" Water line (50 lb. sq./ inch) 20- 30 gpm. 
Natural Gas Line 
Sewage/Flood plain 

LOCATIONAL ANALYSIS 

The second step in the site selection process 
involved narrowing in on a specific region 
within the Tucson market in which to 
search for potential sites. The client 

expressed a strong preference for a 
downtown site. We sought to validate this 
decision through a locational analysis of 
Tucson. The initial project entails beer 
production with self-distribution of the 

product, so the first objective in narrowing 

< 2000$ 
1600sq/ft 3000 sq/ft 

X 
X 
X 
X 

12ft Higher 
8'10" 

X 
X 

X 

X 
2 spaces 

X 

X 
X 
X 
X 

the search region focuses on minimizing 
costs. The two most important costs that are 
likely to vary spatially within the Tucson 
market are distribution costs and real estate 
costs. In addition to minimizing costs, the 
potential of the area to support a brew pub 
in the near future is also taken into 
consideration. A final criteria involved in 
this decision is the clients preference for an 
historic site for the brewing operation. 
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Distribution Costs 

Because the client intends to distribute the 

finished product himself, distribution costs 

are perhaps the single most important 

locational criteria for the initial success of 

the brewery. In particular, because the 

client will have 

limited time and 

resources to 

spend on 

distribution, the 

ideal location for 

the brewery will 

be close to a large 

number of 

establishments 

that are likely to 

carry the 

micro brew 

lFIGURE 2A 

product. From marketing information the 

density of establishments likely to serve 

micro brews was computed at the census 

Real Estate Costs 

A second cost consideration is the rental 

cost of the site itself. Information on 

metropolitan wide rental rates was 

obtained from the Tucson Metropolitan 

Chamber of Commerce. Average lease 

tract level (Figure 2). From this map, it is 

clear that the greatest concentration of 

establishments likely to carry microbrews is 

found in the central Tucson area. 

Approximately 41 o/o of the 44 potential 

TUCSON METROPOLITAN 
AREA by CENSUS TRACT 

1990 . 

customers identified 

lie within a two mile 

radius of the central 

business district. A 

five mile radius 

captures 66°/o of these 

establishments, and 

1 00°/o are found 

within a ten mile 

radius. Figure 2a 

depicts two, five, and 

ten mile radii from 

the center of the CBD 

(the intersection of Stone and Broadway). 

Thus from the distribution cost criteria, a 

central Tucson location is preferable. 

rates, as well as vacancy rates are presented 

in Table 2b. These figures indicate that 

average lease rates for industrial space do 

not vary considerably, but are lowest in the 

Central/South and East regions of Tucson. 
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Establishments per square mile 

0.00 to 0.10 

0.10to1.00 

1.00 to 2.00 

2.00 to 10.00 
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TABLE 2 TUCSON INDUSTRIAL MARKET (DEC, 1995) 

Square Feet Available 

Northwest 33,000 
Southwest 99,000 
Airport 149,000 
Central/South 87,000 
East 19,000 

Additional Factors 

Because the client has expressed interest in 

eventually expanding the operation to 

include a brewpub, the potential of the area 

to support such an operation is also 

important. The marketing group has 
determined that a central location is 

feasible for a brew pub. The final factor 

considered, the clients desire for an historic 

structure in which to house the brewery, 

also points to the utility of a central 

location. Because a majority of Tucson's 

SITE IDENTIFICATION 

Information on potential sites was obtained 

through several sources, including the City 

of Tucson Department of Economic 

Development, local Realtors, as well as the 

client. The entire search region (Figure 3) 
was canvassed to identify any sites missed 

by the previous sources. Each site was 

screened for suitability based upon the 

'musts' criteria outlined earlier. These 

included; accessibility to trucks, rental costs, 

size of space, ceiling height, as well as the 

o/o Available 
Average Lease Rate 

(cost per sq.ft.) 

1.8 .50 
5.9 .45 
14.5 .45 
6.1 .40 
6.4 .40 

development has occurred within the last 

several decades, the chances of finding such 

a structure are greatest in central Tucson, 

and decline rapidly with distance from this 

area. Based upon distribution costs, 

potential demand, as well as the client's 
preference for a central location, it was 

decided to focus exclusively on a central 

location for this project. This region 

encompasses the CBD and Fourth Avenue 

district of Tucson. 

structures ability to support 4000 lbs. of 

equipment. Sites located near schools and 

churches were eliminated due to regulatory 
considerations. Information for the 

screening process was obtained by 

contacting the appropriate Realtors, as well 

as through a physical inspection of each 
site. This process resulted in the 

identification of three sites that met all of 

the 'musts' criteria; 59 E. Pennington, 402 E. 

Toole, and 301 Stephenson. 
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!FIGURE 3 

SITE EVALUATION 

After a second inspection of the three 

potential sites, the 342 E. Toole and 221 
Stephenson sites were chosen for detailed 
evaluations. The locations of the sites are 
TABLE 3 

shown in Figure 3, and Table 3 summarizes 

the site selection criteria for each site. 
A detailed analysis of each site is contained 

in appendix S. 

SITE COMPARISON 
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Criteria list Fourth Avenue Train Station 
Regulations 
Zoning feasibility possible/variance possible/variance 

Location 
Distribution Costs 
Customers within 2 miles 41 °/o 41 °/o 
Customers within 5 miles 66°/o 66°/o 
Customers within 10 miles 100°/o lOOo/o 
Surrounding development retail I commercial I Hotel Congress I 

dining Railway Station 
Site attractiveness good - currently under poor - street person 

renovation hang out buildings 
falling apart 

Site accessibility good good 
Brew Pub Potential good questionable 

Building features 
Monthly rental costs variable $1500-$3000 $1250 
Expandibility-Brew pub available within the site 
Expandibili ty-Production available within initial 

building 
Separate area for public sales needs to be needs to be 

constructed I defined constructed I defined 
Walk in Refrigerator (60 kegs) 
Ceilings (12ft.) 14-18 ft. · yes 
Door clearance 8*1 Oft yes 8*8ft 
Loading Dock no small one 
Structural integrity- 4000 lb. N I A - wood floors yes - cement floor 
Floors- walls- ceilings (Easy to clean and drainage needs to be drainage needs to be 
drainage) installed cut in floor 
Truck accessibility good good 
Parking large communal lot in space available at 

front of building front or rear of 
building 

Historic building somewhat - character historic site 
building 

Utilities 
Sufficient power- 3 Phase/ 300 A service yes - 300 A may need to needs to be installed 

be upgraded 
3" Water line (50 lb. sq./ inch) 20- 30 gpm. two - two inch lines needs to be installed 
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Sewage 
Floodplain 

SUMMARY 

Based upon this analysis, the best sites 
within central Tucson for a micro brewery 
are located at the 342 E. Toole and 221 E 

Stephenson. Each site meets all of the 
'musts' criteria, as well as a large number of 
the 'wants' criteria. The two sites are 

located only a few blocks apart, so the 
distribution costs are virtually identical 
from either location. However, the train 
lines form a geographical boundary 

would be used 
needs to be installed needs to be installed 

could cause problems N/A 

between the Fourth Avenue area and the 
CBD, so the character of the two areas is 

distinct. From the standpoint of the 

brewery alone, we feel that the Train 
Station site is preferable. However, the 
Fourth Avenue location is better suited for 
a brew pub, because of its location within 
an established entertainment district, 
which attracts sizable crowds to the existing 
bars and restaurants on a daily basis. 
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LAND USE AND REGULATION 

ZONING AND REQUIREMENTS FOR SELECTED SITES 

The provisions in this section concern the 
specific requirements set aside in the City of 
Tucson Land Use Code (LUC). The 

contents of the LUC are established to 
protect and promote the general health, 

safety, and welfare of the present and future 
residents of Tucson. The LUC is also a 

guide for new growth and development, 
with the intent of implementing the 

Tucson General Plan. In this way, local 

Land Uses for a Microbrewery 

The Dark Mountain Brewing Co. must 

define the types of land uses that pertain to 
their particular needs. The following 
information was obtained from the City of 
Tucson Land Use Code. Specific 

regulations pertaining to the microbrewing 
industry have been understandably absent 
from previous codes. Microbreweries are 
now beginning to locate in Tucson. This 
type of small scale indus try suffers from a 
lack of similar, pre-existing indus tries. 

Consequently, the zoning code is in a 
period of adjustment as to its definition 
and regulation concerning microbreweries. 

The LUC has established a few land use 

zoning regulations act as the legal arm of 

the comprehensive plan. 
The Land Use Code is divided into the 

following eight zones: General Provisions, 
Zones, Development Regulations, 

Development De signa tors, Subdivision, 
Administration, Definitions and Land Use 
Groups, and the Index and Appendices. For 
our purposes, the sections pertaining to 
Zones and Development Regulations are of 

most importance. 

definitions that will prove helpful. 

Microbrewing is considered to be a 
Perishable Goods Manufacturing use, 
which is defined as: The processing and 
packaging of food products and other goods 
that are susceptible to spoilage or decay. 
Typical uses include meat packing 
operations, breweries and wineries, leather 
tanning operations, canneries, and bottling 
plants. Food and Beverage Wholesaling is 
stated as: The selling of food and beverage 
products to other businesses. Typical uses 
include produce companies and beverage 
distributors. Food and Beverage Sales is 

defined as the retail sale of food and 
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beverages for consumption off the 

premises, such as bakeries, butcher shops, 

grocery stores, and liquor stores. Alcoholic 

Beverage Service is a: Use which involves 

the retail sale of alcoholic beverages, such 

Zoning and Land Use Table 

Land uses are subject to further 

requirements that can be seen on the 

accompanying table. At the top of the table, 

requirements are listed in reference to a 

given zone or specific site. The left side of 

the table lists the relevant zones for which 

the aforementioned land uses are suitable. 

An allowable Primary Use is also called a 

Permitted Use. This refers to the dominant 
land use on a given property. Two or more 

Primary Uses can be located on the same 

parcel in some zones. Allowable Secondary 

Uses are permitted within a given zone in 

conjunction with, but subordinate to, a 

principal permitted land use. All permitted 

Secondary Land Uses are subject to any 

conditions listed "for that use, in addition to 

the requirements of Sec. 3.2.4. of the LUC. 

Any application for a proposed Secondary 

Land Use has to be submitted to the 

Planning Department for zoning 

compliance review and approval. 

Minimum lot sizes and setbacks are 

generally not stipulated for commercial and 
industrial properties. These land uses are 

as beer, wine, and liquor, for consumption 

on the premises. Typical uses include 

cocktail lounges, taverns, and bars. These 

land uses are the most applicable for a 

micro brewery. 

considered to be intensive and therefore 

they are usually grouped together, at some 

distance from residential areas. Lot or 

building size is certainly stipulated by the 

individual use requirements of the 

microbrewery itself. Also of concern is the 

area of Secondary Land Use. The LUC 

states that Perishable Goods Manufacturing 

is permitted as a Secondary Land Use to an 

Alcoholic Beverage Service. The area 

devoted to the Secondary Use cannot 

exceed twenty-five (25) percent of the gross 

floor area or one thousand (1,000) square 

feet, whichever is less. This could have a 

significant impact on the size of the 

building to be leased. 

Another important requirement involves 

the Floor to Area Ratio (FAR). This 

calculation is completed as follows: 

Site Area x FAR = Usable Floor Area 

The numbers on the table are simply used 
as the FAR factor in the equation. In the C-
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3 designation, for instance, 2.0 (FAR) allows 
the total usable floor area to be twice the 
square footage of the site area. This could 
allow for a two-story building over the 
whole site, or a three story building over a 
smaller area. The other categories, such as, 

Zoning of Selected Sites 

The site selection group provided addresses 
of several sites that required our research as 
to zoning and regulations. Zoning Figure 4 
shows the location and the 300' perimeter 
of the site at 57 & 59 E. Pennington St. in 
downtown Tucson. The demarcation of 
the 300' perimeter is designed to abide by 
the Arizona State Statutes concerning the 
sale and production of alcohol. These state 
laws do not allow any school or church to 
be within 300' of the site. This site passed 
these initial requirements. The zoning is 
OCR-2, which is considered to be best suited 
for a mixture of development types, 
including office, commercial, and high
density residential. Zoning Figure 5 
provides the location at 129 N. Scott Ave. 
This meets the above perimeter 
requirements and is also found in the OCR-
2 zone. An allowable Primary Use for this 
zone would be either Food and Beverage 
Wholesaling or an Alcoholic Beverage 

Service. A Secondary Use could be in 
Perishable Goods Manufacturing, which is 
limited to 50°/o of the gross floor area in this 

Maximum Building Height, Perimeter 
Yard, Parking, etc., are relatively self 
explanatory. There are occasional page or 
number references that are designed to help 
locate further information on specific areas 
in the LUC. 

zone. For reasons that will be provided by 
the site selection and marketing groups, 
these sites were not considered ideal. 

Zoning Figure 6 shows the site located in 
the vicinity of 8TH St. and 4TH Ave. At 
this location a building was found that 
meets most of the criteria. The building 
appears to be located in the I-1 (light 
industrial) zone, but also borders the C-3 
(commercial) zone, which encompasses the 
4TH. Ave Business District. Once again, no 
churches or schools are found within 300'. 
I-1 zoning provides for industrial uses that, 
"do not have offensive characteristics, in 
addition to land uses allowed in more 
restrictive non-residential zones". Food 
and Beverage Wholesaling or an Alcoholic 
Beverage Service are possible Permitted 
Uses. Perishable Goods Manufacturing is an 
Allowable Secondary Use, provided that it 
only takes up 25°/o of the gross floor area or 
1000 square feet. This is an area that may 
require a variance depending on the space 
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requirements. See other stipulations as 
listed on the table. 

The final site to be discussed is located at 
the intersection of Toole Ave. and 6TH 
Ave., at the Southern Pacific Train Station. 
Refer to zoning Figure 7. This site is also 
found in the I-1 (light industrial) zone. 
Due to the size of the building, the 
perimeter boundary was drawn to 500'. No 

schools or churches were found here either. 
This site is also in the Downtown 
Redevelopment District and may have a 
Historic Landmark status. According to the 
LUC, it is intended that, "no demolition 
permit shall be issued by the City of Tucson 
for all or any part of those structures, except 
in accordance with the requirements of this 

section (Se. 2.8.7.1). 
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ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY 

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 

Obtaining a Building Permit 

Before one of the selected sites can be 

legally developed as a microbrewery, 

Roman's Brewing Company must 

demonstrate to the local government that 

its development complies with local 

ordinances and regulations. This is done 

through the permitting process. The key 

document in this process is the 

development plan. A development plan is 

a drawing of a project site that provides 

detailed information as to how the 

Obtaining a Variance 

If, in the design of the microbrewery 

facility, it is found that local height, bulk, or 

set-back requirements cannot be met a 

variance may be applied for. Variances 

from the provisions of the Land Use Code 

are granted by the Board of Adjustment 

(B/ A). The B/ A may only grant a variance 

if it finds that due to special circumstances 

of the property, strict enforcement of the 

zoning code would deprive the owner of 

privileges enjoyed by owners of property in 

the same classification. This does not apply 

proposed project will be developed in 

compliance with local ordinances and 

regulations. 

Development plans in the City of Tucson 

are reviewed following the Type VI 

Administrative Procedure which can found 

in City of Tucson Land Use Code Sec. 

5.4.3.6. Appendix L-1 contains a summary 

of this process. 

to special circumstances that are self -

imposed. The B I A may vary provisions 

such as height, bulk, and set-back 

requirements, but may not make changes 

in the types of uses permitted in a zone. A 

change in use would require a rezoning. 

The variance process can be found in the 

City of Tucson Land Use Code Section 

5.4.3.2. Appendix L-1 contains a summary 

of this process. 
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ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY 

Obtaining a Rezoning 

Because the designation "microbrewery" is 

not specifically as an allowed land use in 

the City of Tucson Land Use Code, whether 

or not it is an allowed use will be subject to 

the judgment of the Zoning Administrator. 

When the proposed use differs from the 

provisions of the Land Use Code to such an 

extent that it is beyond the scope of a 

variance, a rezoning is required. A 

LIQUOR LICENSE 

Listed below are the major rules and 

regulations that apply to any business 

intending to sell or manufacture alcohol in 

the state of Arizona. For additional 

information about the remaining rules and 

regulations refer to Arizona 

Administrative Rules and Statutes (ARS), 

Title 4. 

• Romans' Brewing Company must apply 

for a series 3, "Domestic Microbrewery", 

liquor license with the state of Arizona . 

Applications and information can be 

obtained at the State building, 400 west 

Congress, Tucson, Az. ( Phone # 628-6595). 

* A fingerprint card (form FD-258) must 

be submitted with the application. 

Fingerprinting can be done at your local 

Police Department. An applicant will be 

rezoning changes the boundaries of the 

zoning map. It involves a legislative 

process that ultimately requires approval by 

Mayor and Council. 

The rezoning process is detailed in Section 

5.4.2.2 of the City of Tucson Land Use Code. 

Appendix L-1 contains a summary of this 

process. 

rejected for a liquor license if the 

applicant has been convicted of a felony 

within the last 5 years. Both fingerprint 

and license application will be provided. 

* Applicant must be an Arizona resident. 

*Also, a questionnaire accompanying the 

application must be completed and 

returned. 

• In order to qualify for a series 3 license, a 

microbrewery must produce at least 10,000 

gallons (after first year), but less than 

310,000 gallons annually. If a microbrewery 

intends to produce more than 310,000 

gallons annually, a series 1 license ("In

State Producers License") must be obtained. 

If a restaurant will be operating in 

conjunction with a microbrewery, then a 
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series 12 license (Restaurant License) will 

also be required. 

*See Title 4-205.04 Arizona statues. 

• Average approval time for series 1, 3, and 

12 licenses is between 65-105 days. All three 

of these licenses are non-transferable (if the 

business is sold, the new owner must 

reapply with the State). Licenses are valid 

for 1 year-if not renewed within 60 days 

then license is considered terminated. 

• It is illegal for a brewer to sell or give beer 

to any person other than a licensee. 

Exceptions to the rule include samples 

given out during the course of business, 

and donations to nonprofit organizations 
engaging in charitable fund-raising 
activities (ARS 4-244(3)). 

• In Arizona cities with populations of 

500,000 or more quotas are set as to how 

many liquor establishments (licenses) that 

particular community can have. If there 

are more applicants than the number of 
available licenses, a quota drawing will be 

held to determines who gets a license. 

Upon completing the application review 

process, the State will notify the applicant 

whether or not the quota drawing applies 

to his/her business. 

• At the time of licensing, liquor 

establishments can not be located within 

300 feet of any church, school building with 

grades K-12, or a fenced recreational area 

next to a school building. 

• Regulations allow for the location of 

other liquor establishments near each 

other. But, if for instance, three other 

microbreweries were located in close 

proximity to your proposed site than the 
State would have the option (authority) to 

deny your application (Like industries in a 

compact area can create an oversupply of 

competition and/ or goods/ services.). 

• Delivery and sale of beer products must 
be accomplished by someone 21 years of age 
or older (future F.Y.I.). * ARS 4-203 (M) 

• Since microbreweries are allowed by law 

to offer free samples of beer, the proprietor, 

if serving samples, must obtain "Pregnancy 

Warning" signs. These signs warn 

pregnant women of the medical dangers 
concerning drinking alcohol while being 
pregnant. The signs must be placed either 
within 20 feet of each register or behind the 
bar (ARS 4-261, Rule 4-15-214). 

* In addition to giving free samples, 

microbreweries are also legally able to 

sell beer that can be consumed on or off 

the premise. 
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• Company delivery vehicle must have 

signs indicating the name and address of 

the licensee and the type and number of the 

licensee's liquor license. These signs 

should be put on both sides of the vehicle 

using lettering that is at least 3 1/2 inches in 

height. (ARS 4-244(5)). 

• In addition to a liquor license, an 

application for a business (license) should 

also be filed with the city of Tucson (see 17 

DISPOSAL I WASTE PERMITS 

The disposal and waste permit will depend 

on the amount of waste Roman's brewery 

will produce, and the process it will use in 

brewing it's beer. There are a couple ways 

in which the excess waste can be disposed 

of. 

The disposal and waste materials will 

include water, yeast barley and hops. These 

materials will make up the majority of the 

businesses waste. 

The amounts of waste to be disposed by 
Roman's Brewery can be disposed in 

several ways. This depends on the amount 

of waste. The waste can be disposed in the 

sewer. The waste can also be disposed of in 

step process handout titled "Business 

License Process For The City Of Tucson".). 

Further details can be obtained by 

reviewing the provided publications listed 

below. 

• Guide to Operating a Business in the 

City of Tucson. 

• Business Council For Alcohol 

Education: A Guide to Arizona Liquor 

Laws. 

a septic tank. There are other forms but 

depend on the brewing process. 

There is a need for disposal permits after a 

certain amount of waste. This is all 

dependent on how much is going to be 

produced by Dark Mountain Brewery. 

There are certain mounts of waste that can 

be disposed legally in the sewer or septic 

tank. If the waste goes over the legal 

amount a permit is needed. (application's 

included) This is all dependent on what is 

decided to be done with the excess waste 

being produced by the business. 

*Refer to included brochures 

-Waste Management #888-4801 

-Air Quality #7 40-3340 
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ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY -

TRANSPORTATION 

Transportation planning in the 

development process of Roman's Brewing 

Co. is very important. The location and 

amount of traffic flowing through these 

streets can potentially help or limit the 

accessibility of customers to the 

establishment. The majority of the sites for 

Roman's brewery are located downtown by 

0' malley' s and Maloney's bar's which is in 

good locality for this type of business. 

The Application to site #1 Toole 

Ave./Train station of Roman's brewery. 

The Accessibility of this site is Located on 

Toole Avenue which is collector street, this 

handles minor flows of traffic. It is adjacent 

to the railroad tracks. Stone, 6th Ave, and 

4th Ave underpasses have limited height 

restrictions (approx. 9' -12' high which 

might cause problems for deliveries north 

and south bound crossing tracks. This will 

depend only depend on the type of vehicle 

used for delivery. It has easy access to 

customers from I-10, downtown, and the 

central city. 

The distribution requirements include the 

number of vehicles being used for delivery 

and the number of trips being generated 

from delivering 

Parking/Loading docks have easy access on 

Toole Ave. for loading and unloading 

merchandise. Loading docks are located on 

the south and north sides of the building, 

(approx. 8'-10' wide x 10' high, 3' form 

ground). The entrance is located on the 

south side of the warehouse where there is 

plenty of customer parking. There is easy 

access in/ out of the parking lot. 

The application to site #2 4th Ave. I adjacent 

to O'malley's of the Roman's brewery. This 

location is located on 4th Avenue, which is 

a minor arterial street, it handles heavy 

flows of traffic. It is located just north of 

railroad tracks and from the other location. 

As in the other location it is easily 

accessible from I-10, downtown, and the 

central city. The limited height restrictions 

for Stone, 6th Ave, and 4th Ave 

underpasses might also cause a problem 

with deliveries as with site #1. The limited 

height restrictions affect the site only 

depending on the type of vehicle being 

used. 

The distribution requirements for this 

location also include the number of 

vehicles being used for delivery and the 

number of trips generated from delivery. 
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Parking/loading docks are easy accessible 

for loading/unloading on 8th street and 5th 

Ave. There are three docks located around 

various sides of building. (approx. 10'-12' 

wide x 12' high, 5' -6' from ground). There 

is plenty of parking on north and west sides 

of the warehouse and very accessible to 

customer. 
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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCTION 

The initial step in the architectural design 

and construction process was to interview 

the client (See Appendix A) and find out 

more about his objectives and goals for the 

project. 

Based on the data gathered from the client 

interview and presentation, the following 

program was developed to identify users, 

goals, concepts and facts. These were used 

as a guide in the schematic design phase. 

PROGRAM FOR ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY 

Facility Users 

The term users includes not only the actual 

users of the facility, but people that must 

live or work adjacent to the facility and 

people who may travel adjacent to the 

facility. 

In the initial phase of the project, the 

owner will be the main user of the facility. 

Other users include restaurateurs, citizens 

who wish to purchase beer from the 

microbrewery and delivery people. 

Goals 

The design solution for this project should 

accomplish the following Goals: 

As the microbrewery develops, the 

possibility of tours on Downtown Saturday 

Night and other downtown events or on a 

full time basis may become a reality. In 

addition, the microbrewery may eventually 

grow into a brewpub at the same location. 

This means the number and range of users 

will grow to include employees and patrons 

of the restaurant. 

Organizational Goals 

• Provide a safe, private, high quality 

environment for users while still 
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providing a comfortable, casual 

atmosphere. 

• Provide a useful, quality addition to the 

area. 

These organizational goals translate into 

the following facility goals for the project. 

Facility Goals 

Form: 

• The building(s) should show its presence 

on the site without imposing on the site 

or the existing visual landscape. 

• The building(s) and any additions made 

to the building(s) should respond well to 

the existing context. This includes 

topography, vegetation and surrounding 

built environment. 

• The building(s) should provide an 

environment where the user feels 

comfortable and safe. 

Function: 

• The building(s) should not take up the 

entire site to provide for possible future 

expansion. 

• The building(s) should take advantage of 

its site and any views from the site in 

Concepts 

Site Utilization 

• Proper development of the site is 

pertinent for accessibility, image, parking, 

and landscape issues. 

order to have many outdoor areas that are 

part of or associated with the building. In 

evaluating or adding outdoor areas, 

Tucson's mild winter climate and harsh 

summer climate should be taken into 

consideration. 

• The building(s) should provide for 

appropriate zoning and integration of 

areas with different functions. 

Economy: 

• Construction costs are limited and any 

modifications to the building(s) should be 

designed to occur over a period of time 

consistent with the development of the 

brewpub. Any immediate modifications 

to the building(s) should be of a quality 

that makes them a one time expense. 

• The facility should use passive solar 

elements, if possible, not only for savings 

in operating costs and energy 

conservation, but for the maximum use 

of natural day lighting. 

Based on these goals and conclusions made 

from these goals, the following concepts 

were formulated. 

• Modifications to the building should be 

located so that they enhance the 

building( s) visual image and do not 

weaken access or visibility. 
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Building Plan 

• The building(s) plan should have a 

distinction between public and private 

spaces without alienating the user. 

• The circulation of the building(s) should 

be efficient enough so that the public's 

contact with the private is controlled. 

• For safety reasons, the public should have 

limited access to the brewing area. 

• Handicapped access should be provided 

for all spaces both interior and exterior. 

Image 

• In order to not impose on the existing 

building(s), complementary materials 

should be considered in any additional 

construction. 

• Things such as proportions and materials 

should be kept in mind to make any 

modifications to the building( s) 

appropriate addition(s) to the existing 

context. 

• The building(s) should have a strong 

sense of entry to inform the user where 

s/he should go. By inviting people to the 

public portion of the building, public and 

private spaces become more 

distinguished. 

Security 

• By the use of lighting techniques and 

materials the building(s) and site layout 

should provide the user with a sense of 

security and provide physical security for 

the users personal belongings. 

• The building(s) should provide 

protection against theft and vandalism 

without having the user feels/he is in a 

confining atmosphere. 

• The building(s) should be made visible 

enough during evening hours to provide 

the user with a sense of security. 

Operational and Maintenance 

• Care should be taken in specifying 

construction techniques and materials as 

the client has a set construction 

improvement budget and wishes to 

minimize long-term upkeep on the 

building(s). 

• Maintenance of mechanical, plumbing 

and electrical equipment should be 

· convenient. 

The second step in the architectural design 

and construction process was an evaluation 

of the proposed sites based on design 

criteria. The sites were rated on a point 

system and the two sites with the highest 

scores were chosen (See Table 4). 

Brew Pub Potential 

• The potential for the location to 

eventually house a brew pub is desirable. 

• From this evaluation and preferences 
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T ABLE 4 DESIGN CRITERIA 

The following criteria are to be used to evaluate each of the proposed sites. In evaluationg the sites, existing 
conditions and how much of an effort and cost would be needed to upgrade the conditions should be taken into 
account. 

(0-Poor/unknown thru 5-Excellent) 

The two sites with the highest evaluation score will be chosen for further evaluation. 

400E 

Toole 

Ave 342 211 E 129 59 101 s 

Criteria (Amtrak Toole Stephens Scott Pennington Stone 

Railroad Ave Ave Street Ave 

Depot) 

Handicap Accessibility 5 4 0 5 5 5 

Appropriateness for the proposed 4 5 5 5 3 0 
function 

Sanitation of floor, wall, and ceiling 5 5 5 0 5 0 
rna terial (denser rna terial more 

appropriate) 

Aesthetics 4 4 5 3 1 5 

Condition of exterior finishing 4 4 5 3 4 5 
material 

Condition of overal component 3 4 5 3 5 5 
(i.e., doors, windows). 

Ability to accommodate a room for 5 5 5 0 5 0 

sales to the public 

Ability to accomodate and area for 5 5 5 0 5 0 
public tasting 

Access to direct solar (possible solar 5 5 5 3 1 2 

hot water heating) 

Access to natural daylighting 5 5 4 3 1 3 

TOTAL 45 46 44 25 35 25 
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voiced by the owner, the Southern Pacific 
Building At 342 E. Toole Avenue and 221 
E. Stephens A venue were selected for 
final evaluation. 

Landscape Planning 
• Selected plants should be mostly drought 

resistant for low maintenance and 
irrigation costs. 

Facts 

Both of the proposed sites are located 
in close proximity to downtown 
Tucson (See Figure 8). The sites are 
not only in an urban setting, but are in 
a historic district. 

• Easy vehicle and pedestrian access should 
be provided. 

• Native desert plants are suggested 
• The landscape planning should match 

with the building characteristics 
• Landscape should give a sense of place 

matching with the historical identity. 
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Climate 

• Latitude: 32°07' North 
• Longitude: 110°56' West 
• Altitude: 2390 1 Above Sea Level 
• Wind: 

JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
Direction SE SE SE SE SE SSE SE SE SE SE SE SE 
Speed 7.9 8.1 8.5 8.9 8.7 8.6 8.3 7.8 8.3 8.1 8 7.8 

• Monthly Normal Temperatures (See Figure 9) 

:rwo ..... ai Cii. ... ate 

FAHRENHEIT CELSIUS HUMIDITY RAINFALL 
MAX MIN . MAX . MIN . AT MAX . TEMP . IN INCHES 

January 64 38 18 3 32 .83 
February 67 40 19 4 27 .63 
March 71 44 22 7 23 .68 
April 80 50 27 10 16 .32 
May 89 58 32 14 13 .14 
June 99 67 37 19 13 .22 
July 99 74 37 23 28 2.42 
August 96 72 36 22 33 2.13 
September 94 67 34 19 26 1.33 
October 84 57 29 14 25 .88 
November 72 45 22 7 28 .62 
December 65 39 18 4 34 .94 
Yearly 82 54 28 12 25 11.14 

Compiled from U .S . Wealher Bureau Reports, 1993 

• Normal Annual Precipitation (See Figure 10) 
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SITE ANALYSIS #1 

342 E. Toole Avenue 

Figure 11 -Looking at the site from the east. 

Existing Site Conditions 

• The site is bordered by the Railroad tracks on the north and Toole Ave. on the South. 
• The site is approximately 150' x 165' (approximately .5 acre). 
• The building is approximately 6,156 square feet. 
• The site has no significant topography change. 
• The site is currently owned by the Southern Pacific Railroad Company and is vacant. It is in 

a minor state of disrepair from being vacant for a long period of time and due to some 
vandalism, but its main problems are cosmetic. 

• The Aviation Corridor Plan calls for some changes to the intersection of 4th Ave. and _ Toole, 
but these will not effect this site and will only make the site more accessible. 
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Preliminary Construction Analysis (See Figures 12 through 17) 

Figure 12 - Looking at the east facade of the building toward the north. 

Figure 13 - Roof damage. 
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Figure 14- Looking at the north facade from 

the west. 

Figure 15 - Looking at the north facade. 
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Figure 16 - Delivery door. 

Much of the damage to the building is cosmetic. 
Restoration of the building may be less costly than 
perceived due to the fact that original doorways and 
windows have been filled in rather than changed at 
the structural level. There are some serious repairs 
that must be done to the roof. The extent of necessary 
repairs cannot be fully assessed without a structural 
analysis and access to the interior of the building. 

Figure 17 - Door on the north side. 

Funds are set aside by the city for restoration of 
historical buildings. This has been verified with the 
City of Tucson Economic Development Office. At the 
present time, the city will rebate money spent on 
materials up to 25% or $10,000 whichever is less. It 
will also offer 10 free hours of time with a design 
architect. The city's goal at this time is to 
rehabilitate the Central Business District to its 1920s 
appearance. 
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Figure 19 - Office building. 

ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY 

Figure 18- Hotel Congress. 

Built Context (See Figure 18 and 19) 

• To the south of the site is the Hotel Congress. 

• To the southwest of the site is an office 

building. 

• To the east and west of the site are additional 

Southern Pacific Railroad structures. 
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Sensory 

• The site is generally a quiet site except for 
the noise from the railroad tracks to the 

north of the site. Trains pass adjacent to 
this site anywhere from 36-41 times in a 

twenty-four hour period. 

Vegetation 

• The site has a few mesquite trees and 

shrubs that are worth saving. 

• There are good views to the north 
towards the Santa Catalina Mountains, to 

the west to the Tucson Mountains and to 
the south and southwest to the other 

parts of the central business district. 

• The adjacent lots have no substantial 
vegetation except for a minimum of 

landscaping at the office building. 
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SITE ANALYSIS #2 

Figure 20 -

The entrance to the 

proposed building 

section. 

ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY 

Existing Site Conditions (See Figure 21 and 22) 

221 E. Stephens Ave. 

• The site is bordered by the Railroad tracks on the south, 5th Ave. to the west, 4th Ave. to the 

east and 8th St. to the north. 

• The site is approximately (approximately X acre). 

• The building is approximately square feet. 

• The site has no significant topography change. 

• The site is presently managed by Steve Fenton and is vacant. It is currently being upgraded 

for rental. 
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Figure 21 - Exterior of building. 

Figure 22 - Interior of building. 
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ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY 

Built Context 

• To the south and part of the same 

structure is Maloney's bar. 

Sensory 

• The site is generally a quiet site except for 

the noise from the railroad tracks to the 

south of the site. Trains pass adjacent to 

this site anywhere from 36-41 times in a 

twenty-four hour period. 

Vegetation 

• The site has a few shrubs that are part of 

the landscaping for the entire facility. 

• The Adjacent lots have no substantial 

vegetation. 

• To the northeast of the site is O'Malley's 

Pub. 

• There are good views to the north 

towards the Santa Catalina Mountains, to 

the west and southwest to the Tucson 

Mountain and to the south and 

southwest to the central business district. 

After the program was developed and 

analyzed, the design process began with the 

schematic design phase. 

SCHEMATIC DESIGN FOR ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY 

The following diagrams and sketches were developed: 
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SITE #1: 342 E. Toole Avenue 

Cold Stor. 

000 
I I 
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Approximate Square Footage (All Square Footages were calculated 
using Time Saver Standards for Building Types1 unless noted). 

Restaurant Seating 
Brew Process 
Kitchen 
Cashier/Waiting 
Bar 
Dry Good Storage 
Walk in Refriger. 
Walk in Freezer 
Office 
Cold Storage 
Grain/Keg Storage 
2 Restrooms @ ea. 
1 Restroom 
Deck 

1240 sq. ft. 
450 sq. ft. 
375 sq. ft . 
100 sq. ft. 
250 sq. ft. 
200 sq. ft. 

65 sq. ft. 
. 50 sq. ft. 

65 sq. ft. 
100 sq. ft. 
200 sq. ft. 

80 sq. ft. 
45 sq. ft . 

600 sq. ft. 

ISSUES: 
• 

• 

• 

The available! space will not accommodate 100 diners without additions. The 
space is currehtly designed to seat approximately 50 diners. 

The site wil~ not sustain adequate parking. There is additional parking 
available app~oximately 1 block to the west and in the back of the building. 

The America1s with Disabilities Act requires that a handicap ramp be erected . 

1 Callender, John Hancock; DeChiara, Joseph. Time Saver Standards for Building Types, Second 
Prt;t;rm NPw Vnrk· M~Gr::~w H111 · 1 Q~() 
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SITE #2: 221 E. Stephens Avenue 

Kitchen 
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Appro;cimate Square Footage (All Square Footages were calculated 
~_sing Time Saver Standards for Building Tvoes2 unless noted). 
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Dry Good Storage 
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Cold Storage I 
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1

e 
Restrooms @ ea. 

!Restroom 

~ 

2000 sq. ft. 
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160 sq. ft. 
250 sq. ft. 
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125 sq. ft. 
55 sq. ft. 
75 sq. ft. 

100 sq. ft. 
200 sq. ft. 
160 sq. ft. 
45 sq. ft. 

Outdoor Seating · 

/ 

/ 

//" I 
/ , I 

// I 
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•/ The site will not sustain adequate parking. 

/ The Americans! with Disabilities Act requires that a handicap ramp be erected. 

/ • The long, narrpw space calls for either development of the entire project at 
/ once or placement of public sales and tours at the rear of the building. 

/ • The front fac~de' s orientation is inconsistent with the rest of the building 
/. calling for an additional entry to be erected consistent with the remainder of 

/ 

the building. I 
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ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY 

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 

In evaluating this business proposal we 

have examined four financial scenarios in 

order to assess which business plan is the 

most feasible and profitable. These 

scenarios were created for the purpose of 

examining the effects of many different 

options singularly, from an investors point 

SCENARIOS 

All of the scenarios we present have an 

option for both bottled and kegged 

production. The bottled scenario does not 

include additional cost for the machinery, 

but does include a estimated cost of 

production increase. The kegged 

production was favored originally by the 

companies future CEO, but bottling we felt 

could not be altogether ignored as an 

option. The financials that we ran give 

rates of return above the 7°/o debt interest 

for an investor /bank. There is no payment 

of principal (an amount above the 7°/o) in 

any of the rate of return calculations. All 

scenarios also assume that the production 

of view. Ultimately the CEO of Romans' 

Brewing Company will need to decide 

which combination of scenarios will work 

best by weighing finacial aspects presented 

here with other considerations such as risk, 

labor, and timing. 

manager receives an hourly wage of $23 

and other less skilled labor receives an 

hourly wage of $10. If this money is not 

taken out of the corporate funds, then the 

companies cash flow will appear better on 

the books, but the rates of return will 

remain consistent, because the unpaid 

wages will become a liability of the 

corporation to be repaid at time of sale. All 

of the rate of return calculations are done 

on a five year scenario, and assume no 

production/sales for the first four months 

and then 100°/o production/ sales for the 

remaining time periods. 
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ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY 

Scenario One- Original Business Plan (appendix F-1) 

Assumptions 

This scenario was designed from the 

original program given by the future CEO. 

This scenario assumes: 

• normal depreciation lives I rates 

(Bargers' Acct.&Const.) 

• a low 7°/o interest rate (9-10.5°/o is closer 

to what we have found to be available) 

• renting a business location 

• purchasing brewing equipment with 

two fermentors 

• production limited by the number of 

fermentors (2) 

Results 

This scenario proves that with a little 

careful management and reinvestment, 

that the company can survive and 

maintain it self. There is however, little to 

no profit to investors above the 7°/o and the 

return of investment would only be 

realized at the time of sale. This scenario 

could be realized something like the 

following: 

The company is started and an assistant 

is hired, the money is borrowed from a 

bank or investor, and 7°/o interest is paid 

on the money monthly. The 

employees, their benefits an wages are 

paid for the entire time the company is 

operation. The company invests all of 

its profits either in paying off the 

principal of the loan, or in a 7°/o nearly 

risk free investment. The company's 

equipment depreciates in value so that 

in five years it is worth half as much as 

when it was new. The company is sold 

in five years time for the value of the 

equipment (1/2 its purchased price). 

The company's reinvested profits and 

the "sale of business" moneys are used 

to repay the original loan, and no 

money is left. 

In this scenario, the company does "break

even" and while this can be considered 

successful, investors and banks do not 

usually see it as such. 

Scenario Two- Extended Depreciation Life (appendix F-2) 

Assumptions 

This scenario based on the original 

program given by the future CEO. This 

scenario however assumes not a normal 

depreciation life of 10 years for the brewery 

equipment. It instead assumes and 

expended life of 40 years due to the nature 

of the materials the equipment is being 
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made from (copper, and other metals). The 

burden of proving this extended life rests 

entirely in the company and may be done 

by providing examples of other long lived 

breweries, and keeping extensive repair and 

maintenance records on the brewery's 

equipment. This scenario assumes: 

• extended depreciation lives I rates on 

the equipment 

• a low 7°/o interest rate (9-10.5°/o is closer 

to what we have found to be available) 

• renting a business location 

• purchasing brewing equipment with 

two fermentors 

• production limited by the number of 

fermentors (2) 

Results 

By extending the life of this machinery, less 

cost was expensed to each months "cost of 

goods sold" increasing monthly profits. At 

the end of the five year scenario when the 

company was sold, the equipment would 

have lost only one eight of its original 

value. This dramatic increase in the selling 

price gives a nice rate of return to investors 

of 8°/o above the 7°/o interest on the loaned 

amount. This rate may be considered low 

for the risk involved, when compared with 

an investment such as real-estate. Through 

an aggressive product marketing campaign 

the investment in the company may 

become more liquid (be able to be resold at 

any time) and less risky. 

Scenario Three - Adding a Third Fermentor (appendix F-3) 

Assumptions 

This scenario based on the original 

program given by the future CEO. This 

scenario however assumes that an 

additional fermentor is purchased at the 

beginning of the company. This fermentor 

will also be at a level of no 

production/sales for the first four months 

(or some comparable partial production 

time) and then at 100°/o production/sales 

from that point forward. By our 

calculations production of beer will be 

limited by the State of Arizona regulations 

to 310,000 gallons per year (this amount is 

less that the Federal restriction of 15,000 

barrels per year). With all three fermentors 

running at capacity, the brewery will be 

producing only one fourth of the beer that 

it is limited by law to. This scenario 

assumes: 

• normal depreciation lives I rates 

• a low 7°/o interest rate (9-10.5°/o is closer 

to what we have found to be available) 
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• renting a business location 

• purchasing brewing equipment with 

three fermentors 

• production limited by the number of 
fermentors (3) 

Results 

By adding a third fermentor, the 

production levels increase signifcantly, and 

in these scenerios we assume 1 00°/o sales 

Scenario Four - Purchasing a Building 

Assumptions 

It appears that the largest financial gain in 

beer production come from selling by the 
glass to customers directly. To this end the 
idea of eventually opening a brew-pub was 
explored and entertained. Besides 

partnering with another company, a way to 
generate cash for expanding would be to 

own the building. This scenario does not 
involve any aspects of production. But 

assumes some level of production plus: 

• five years rent = $90,000 

• a suitable building could be found for 
$250,000 and purchased 

• there would be no restrictions (financial 
or otherwise) to purchasing the building 

• the property would appreciate and could 

be sold at the end of five years 

(independent of the company) 

which dramaticly increase the monthly 

profits. However, it becomes more risky to 

assume the 100°/o sales as the quantity of 
production increases. With the addition of 
the third fermentor, the IRR is able to climb 
climb to a level of 4-5°/o above the 7°/o 

interest on the loan amount. This is a 

dramatic increase over the two fermentor 
scenerios, but not as critical as the extention 

of the life of the machinery. 

• financing of 10.5°/o compound interest 

for thirty years with a balloon payment 

at the end of year ten could be obtained. 

Results 

We found that we could get thirty year 

financing for a $250,000 building at 10.5°/o 
with a balloon payment at the end of the 
tenth year from local bankers. While this 

would save the money normally dedicated 
to rent, we were uncertain if it would 

actually generate any equity in a short five 
year scenario. Because industrial property 
in the Tucson area seems to appreciate at a 
rate of 10°/o (and this appreciation rate is 
very volatile) it appears impossible for the 
value of the property to ever overcome the 

value of the 10.5°/o loan. Such a loan would 
have payments of $2,286.84 per month, and 
after five years the $137,210.04 worth of 
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payments would have only paid off 

$7,795.74 worth of the principle. The 

property appreciating at 10°/o would be 
worth $275,000 at the end of the fifth year, 
and have a debt of $242,204.26 remaining 

against it, making $32,795.74 on the sale. 

When this amount is subtracted from the 
payments made during that time period 

($137,210.04) one finds the cost of occupying 
the building for the five years at $104,414.30 

($14,414.30 greater than renting the same 
building). If portions of the building can be 
rented out to other tenants to cover a 

percentage of the mortgage payments, or if 

SUMMARY 

When analyzing the intial startup of the 
business it is important to realize that 
assumptions are based on a five year time 
period This further assumes that the 

company would be sold at the end of the 
fifth year. Relative to brewing, this is a 
short time period to on which to analyze 
the company. The longer than Federally 
dictated life the equipment is rumored to 
have, and the long term value derived 
from investing in a building, are not clearly 
noticeable in these five year projections. 

Understanding this, it is intially more 

feasible to lease a building than purchase a 
building in the five year projection. For 
this same reason purchasing a third 

the property were held for a period longer 
than five years this scenario becomes 
increasingly economically profitable. It 

may be thought that if the property 
appreciated at a rate of fifteen percent it 

would solve this deficit, but because the 

loan is compounding, the 15°/o appreciation 
helps, but still would leave the cost of 

occupying the building for five years 
$9710.04 higher than that of renting. 

Lowering the interest rate of the loan 
however has very positive effects on 
eliminating the deficiency and should be 

rigorously sought out. 

fermentor this early in the business cycle 
appears good on paper, but requires that 
after the fourth month of operation a large 
additional quantity of beer be sold each 

month (not garenteeable looking at the 
marketing statistics). 

After reviewing the financial scenarios for 
Romans' Brewing Company, we have 
determined that not one scenario in 
particular is the best for this business. The 
scenarios clearly show the effects of specific 
isolated business decisions, "causes". The 
real success of the company will require a 
balance of these decisions. The decision of 
whether or not to purchase a building will 
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need to be made with the following 

considerations: 

• how long does the company plan to 

remain in business under the original 

owner? 

• how availble is financing? 

We have noticed that the original business 

plan assumptions along with the extended 

depreciation (from scenario two) is the 

most probable and proffitable. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This report outlines a reasonable 

development strategy for the Dark 

Mountain Brewery. It was prepared by 

students from a variety of backgrounds 

ranging from architecture to geography to 

business finance. This interdisciplinary 

approach is key to the land development 

process because, as exhibited in this 

document, it is multifaceted. The 

document includes a market study, a 

description of applicable local and state 

regulations, an analysis of potential sites, 

building design concepts, and an 

assessment of possible financial scenarios. 

Market research found that the popularity 

of microbreweries is on the rise and the 

West is a particularly "hot" market. 

Microbrewed beers are currently popular in 

the Tucson area. A survey of over 170 local 

restaurants and bars revealed three critical 

factors in the successful marketing of 

microbrewed beers. First and foremost is 

quality; the people who drink microbrews 

are more interested in the taste and 

experience an exotic beer can offer than in 

its price. Second, is variety; beer 

connoisseurs seem to enjoy experimenting 
with a variety of styles such as light, amber, 

and dark. Third is uniqueness; innovative 

flavors such as apricot can form niches of . 

their own, thus securing a place in the 

market. Public awareness of the microbrew 

will be critical to the success of the venture 

and aggressive is strongly recommended. 

This advertising should emphasize that the 

beer is brewed locally, appealing to 

regionalism and the assurance of freshness. 

The importance of location for a business 

venture of this nature goes without saying. 

A site selection committee evaluated a 

number of sites in the Tucson area to select 

two locations with the greatest potential for 

development as a brewpub. These two 

locations are a former Train Station at 400 

Toole, and a site near the popular Fourth 

Avenue entertainment district. The Train 

Station was determined to be preferable for 

a micro brewery while the Fourth A venue 

location was found to be preferable for a 

brewpub. 

An analysis of the local land use 

regulations revealed that a microbrewery 

could be developed on either site. Because 

"microbrewery" is not listed specifically as a 

permitted use for either of the sites, it is 

possible, though unlikely, that a rezoning 
would be necessary. In addition to local 

land use regulations, Arizona's statutes 
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regarding the sale or manufacture of 

alcohol must be adhered to. 

The potential character of the microbrewery 

building itself was explored by an 

architectural design committee. The 

committee developed schematic design 

sketches based on critical goals and concepts 

such as safety, harmony within the existing 

context, and convenience of maintenance. 

These sketches should serve as tools to 

envision potential design concepts early in 

the development process. 

The success of Dark Mountain Brewery will 

ultimately be determined by its ability to 

both survive and profit. A financial 

analysis revealed that, according to the 

original business plan, the company can 

survive, but with little or no profit. 

Relatively minor adjustments to the 

original business plan showed the potential 

to produce dramatic changes in the rate of 

return of the business. It is clear that "fine 

tuning" the business plan to maximize 

profits and minimize costs will be critical to 

the success of Dark Mountain Brewery. 
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ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY 

SITE EVALUATIONS 

Fourth Avenue- 221 E. Stephens Avenue 

This site is located on 221 E. Stephens 

A venue between 8th and 9th street, just off 

Fourth A venue. We determined this to be 

a possible site based on the criteria list 

defined above. The distance from schools 

and churches is within regulations. It is, 

however, located on the same site as 

another liquor establishment and there are 

several other establishments in the 

neighborhood, including the Shanty, the 

Trolley and O'Malley's Pub. The zoning of 

this site may be contingent on a variance by 

the Tucson Board of Adjustment. The 

surrounding area is characterized as 

retail/ commercial with restaurants and a 

hotel nearby. The site itself is formerly 

indus trial and a warehouse. The 

neighborhood to the west is an indus trial 

area in transition. It is becoming an arts and 

crafts and light manufacturing area. 

The site attractiveness is quite good and 

will be improved when construction is 

completed and subsequent landscaping is 

mature. The site is somewhat historic in 

nature which lends itself to this type of 

operation. The only draw back is that it is 

set back from the street with a large par king 

area in front that makes it somewhat 

difficult to see. The accessibility of the site is 

quite good as it is centrally located and has 

good access for delivery vans I trucks. There 

is a loading dock, but it may actually be too 

high to be useful. The expandability of the 

site to include a brewpub would depend 

more on regulations than on the site as at 

the current time there is over 30,000 sq.ft. of 

space available for lease in the site. An 

option for future lease may be available. 

The high ceilings and more than adequate 

space makes for an easy set up of 

equipment and future maneuvering and 

expansion. The entire site has more than 

adequate ceiling height for grain 

movement by gravity and also the use of a 

fork-lift. The approximate height of the 

ceilings is 14ft .. There is ample space 

available for sales to the public. The sales 

area needs to be defined in some way, by 

constructing walls or simply creating a 

lounge type area for tasting and sales. 

Signage to direct customers to the area is 

necessary as the facility is quite large. Other 

design considerations include the spacing 
of equipment, floor plan layout and design 

for production and tours. This should be 

done with some considerations of lighting 
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from windows, and future brew-pub 

possibilities. The door clearance is quite 

good with several doors in the 8ft.x12ft. 

range. The door accessibility depends on the 

area chosen within the building. The cost of 

space also depends on the location within 

the building. 

The cost per square foot varies from five to 

fifteen dollars per year depending on which 

part of the building is desired. This is 

within the budget range of this project. 

There are wood floors in the building, and 

what is underneath them is unclear at this 

point. Depending on what is underneath it 

may be necessary to pour a thin layer of 

concrete for drainage in production areas. 

The structural integrity of the underlying 

wood needs to be tested. The space for the 

required refrigeration system is available 

but there are currently no refrigeration 

systems existing on site. Storage for kegs 

and grain supplies is adequate. 

The parking on the site is provided by a 

large communal lot at the front of the 

building as mentioned earlier. Delivery 

vehicles have a separate access. It appears 

Train Station - 342 E. Toole Ave 

The Train Station site (342 E. Toole Ave) is 

located at Toole avenue and Pennington as 

shown on Figure 3. This site was selected 

that there was three phase power on site at 

one point, but whether it is currently 

provided is not clear due to lack of access to 

the building. No 3" water line exists on the 

site, but two 2" lines could be joined to 

ensure an adequate water supply. There is a 

natural gas connection on site. Natural 

daylight is available through windows on 

the southwest and north sides of the 

building. It does not appear that solar 

heating would be possible without consent 

of the owner. This building is located in the 

floodplain which may pose a problem with 

insurance and damages, it also poses 

potential sewage disposal problems. 

The distribution costs from this site are 

very reasonable, as over 40°/o of the 

potential customers are within a two mile 

radius. The percentage of potential micro 

brew customers in a two mile radius from 

this site is: 41 °/o, five miles from this site is: 

66°/o, ten miles from this site is: 100°/o. This 

will allow easy delivery to over 65°/o of the 

potential clientele. This site has almost the 

identical delivery costs as the Train Station 

site. 

as a possible site because it matched well 

with the criteria set out previously. The 

distance from schools and churches is 
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within regulations. It is, however, located 
near Hotel Congress which is another 
liquor establishment. The zoning of this 
site may be contingent on a variance by the 
Tucson Board of Adjustment. The 
surrounding area is characterized as 
industrial with two hotels nearby. The site 
itself is a train station used previously for 
industrial and commercial purposes. 

The site attractiveness is poor. Construction 
to renovate the buildings and subsequent 
landscaping is necessary to make this site 
useable. The site is historic in nature which 
lends itself to the marketing of this type of 
operation. The linkages to the trains and 
the wild west are a good theme for 
marketing purposes. A potential problem is 
that the site is a regular hangout for some 
of the areas homeless, which poses a 
security problem. 

The accessibility of the site is quite good as 
it is centrally located and has good access for 
delivery vans/trucks. There is a small 
loading dock at one end of the building that 
may be accessible with a forklift. The 
expandability of the site to include a 
brewpub depends more on regulations than 
on the site. Currently there are several 
buildings that may be used besides the 
main train station itself. The supply 
building which is currently being 
considered as the brewery location is ideal 

for a brew pub. Using this building would 
entail moving the brewery to the vault 
building next door. This does not seem to 
be a problem at this point. An option for 
future lease is not necessary at this point 
but may be in the future. 

There are suspended drop ceilings in part of 
the building so they may be modified for 
easier use of equipment. The site may not 
be successful if expanded to include a 
brewpub. Success would depend on the type 
of surrounding redevelopment that this 
project would attract (if any). There is an 
area on site that could be converted into an 
outdoor courtyard that may be attractive as 
a restaurant/pub area. 

There is plenty of space available for sales 
to the public. Sales space needs to be 
defined in some way, by constructing walls 
or simply creating a lounge type area for 
tasting and sales. Signage to direct 
customers to the area is necessary as the 
facility is quite large although a front street 
facing entrance may be possible. 

The cost of space is six dollars per square 
foot per year. At 2,492 square feet the cost 
per month to lease the site is approximately 
$1,250.00. The twelve foot high ceilings are 
more than adequate and will make for an 
easy set up of equipment and future 
maneuvering and expansion. There are 
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currently cement and tile floors in the 

building. Drainage needs to be added in 

production areas. The structural integrity of 

the underlying cement is adequate. The 

door clearance is quite good with the largest 

being a sliding style door 8ft.x8ft. The space 

for the required refrigeration system is 

available, but there are no refrigeration 

systems existing on site. Storage for kegs 

and grain supplies is adequate. 

The utilities needed for the microbrewery 

must be installed because the existing 

utilities are inadequate to service the future 

needs of the site. Three phase power, 

natural gas, a water line, and sewage 

disposal all need to be brought in. The 

reasons for bringing in new utilities are as 

follows; separate metering, expandability, 

and fewer costly breakdowns. 

The parking on site is provided by a large 

communal lot at the front/side of the 

building or possibly on the track side of the 

building. The parking area needs to be 

defined with lot lines and signage. 

Delivery vehicles have separate access. 

Natural daylight is available through 

windows on the south and north sides of 

the building. It does not appear that solar 

heating is possible without consent of the 

owner. It may also damage the appearance 

of the historic nature of the building. This 

building is not in the floodplain and is thus 

not constrained by this factor. 

The distribution costs from this site are 

very reasonable as over 40°/o of the 

potential customers are within a two mile 

radius. The percentage of potential micro 

brew customers in a two mile radius from 

this site are: 41 °/o, five miles from this site: 

66°/o, ten miles from this site: 100°/o. This 

will allow easy delivery to over 65°/o of the 

potential clientele. This site would have 

the identical distribution costs as the 

Fourth Avenue site. There is one other 

alternate site that has not been evaluated in 

detail. The site is 59 E. Pennington, which 

was formerly Old Inglis flowers. The site 

has a good location in the downtown area. 

The ceiling height is adequate. The space 

available is barely big enough at 1600 sq.ft. 

although this may be expanded at a later 

time if a neighboring tenant was to lose 

their lease (be evicted). The building totals 

3200 square feet and is for sale at a cost of 

$250,000.00. The Realtor for this property is 

David Nicholls. He can be reached at (520) 

624-0426. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES 

FOR BUILDING PERMITS, 
VARIANCE, AND REZONING 

Obtaining a Building Permit 

1. Preapplication Conference 

While a preapplication conference is not 

explicitly required for approval of a 

building permit, it is strongly encouraged. 

The preapplication conference allows for 

the identification of potential problems 

before irrevocable investment has been 

made into a project. It is set up as an 

informal meeting between the developer 

and City staff. The developer presents an 

initial development plan illustrating the 

basic components of the project and has the 

opportunity to demonstrate his 

understanding of local policies and 

regulations. The City staff identifies 

potential problems and provides 

information to the developer on City plans, 

policies, regulations, and procedures that 

will apply to the proposed project. 

Discussion at the pre a pp lica tion conference 

is on a conceptual basis, so comments made 

at this meeting are advisory. They do not 

constitute any type of approval of the 

project. No fees are required. 

2. Preparation of Development Plan 

The development plan must demonstrate 

compliance with all applicable regulations, 

policies and plans. This is a detailed 

drawing typically prepared by an 

architectural or engineering consultant. It 

must be approved, stamped, and signed by a 

certified engineer. Requirements for 

development plan preparation are found in 

Development Standards No. 2-05.2.0. The 

Development Standards detail the required 

presentation format and content for the 

development plan. The information 

required is quite extensive. It includes but 

is not limited to existing zoning, the 

proposed use of the property, drainage, 

streets and routes, utilities, wastewater 

management, site boundaries, easements, 

topography, storm drainage, conditions of 

adjacent land, floodplain information, 

traffic and pedestrian circulation, refuse 

collection, parking, and signage. 

3. Application 
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Development plan applications along with 
the required number of copies of the 
development plan are submitted to the 
Design Services Center (DSC), the review 
coordinating agency for the City. These 
applications can be obtained from the DSC. 

4. CDRC Review 

The DSC distributes copies of the 
development plan to the Community 
Design Review Committee (CDRC) for 
review and comment. The CDRC is 
composed of city departments, utility 
companies, and other agencies which 
regulate land use within the City limits. 
These agencies analyze the development 
plan in terms of the regulations that apply 
to them and submit comments to the DSC. 
The plan is scheduled on a CDRC meeting 
agenda at which the developer and CDRC 
members discuss all comments. All CDRC 
comments must be made available to the 
developer at least one day prior to this 
meeting. If, within sixty days, the 

Obtaining a Variance 

1. Preapplication Conference 

A preapplication conference is not required, 
but is encouraged. The preapplication 
conference for a variance follows the same 
format as the preapplication conference 
described above for a building permit. 

developer has not been notified of the 
status of the review, the development plan 
will be considered approved. After the 
CDRC meeting an official response letter is 
mailed to the developer which either 
recommends approval of the plan or 
requires resubmittal with specified changes. 

5. Approval 

Once the CDRC has recommended 
approval, the Planning Director signs the 
development plan. This must take place 
within five days of receiving notification of 
CDRC approval. 

6. Notice of Decision 

A written Notice of Decision is mailed to 
the developer, and other interested parties. 
This notice includes the case title and 
number assigned, the decision made on the 
request, the date of the decision, the right of 
appeal, the expiration date of the appeal 
period, and the address and telephone 
number of the Planning Department. 

2. Neighborhood Meeting 

Before submitting an application, the 
developer is encouraged to meet with 
adjacent property owners and 
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neighborhood associations to discuss the 
project and obtain feedback. 

3. Application 

Applications for variances are submitted to 
the Planning Department. The application 
consists of property information, a 
preliminary concept plan, a legal 
description, fees, and verification of the 
neighborhood meeting. 

4. Review of Application 
Applications are reviewed by the Planning 
Department and various agencies for 
consistency with the Land Use Code and 
Development Standards. 

5. Planning Director's Recommendation 
The Planning Director prepares a written 
report that recommends action on the 
request. This report is sent to the developer 
and the Board of Adjustment at least five 
days prior to the scheduled public hearing. 

Obtaining a Rezoning 

1. Preapplication Conference 
A preapplication conference as described 
under "obtaining a variance" is required. 

2. Neighborhood Meeting 
A neighborhood meeting as described 
under "obtaining a variance" is required. 

6. Board of Adjustment Public Hearing 
The public is notified within fifteen days of 
the hearing either by mail, publishing or 
posting. At the hearing anyone may make 
comments either verbally or in writing. 
The Board of Adjustment then issues a 
decision before the next scheduled meeting. 

7. Appeal 

Anyone aggrieved by the decision has 
fifteen days in which to file an appeal to the 
Mayor and Council with the City Clerk. If 
unsatisfied with the Mayor and Council 
decision an appeal may be made in 
Superior Court. 

8. Issuance of Permits I Approvals 
Following the expiration of the appeal 
period, if no appeal has been made, permits 
or development approvals may be issued by 
the Board of Adjustment. 

3. Application 
Applications for variances are submitted to 
the Planning Department. The application 
consists of property information, a 
preliminary concept plan, a legal 
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description, fees, and verification of the 

neighborhood meeting. 

4. Plan Compliance 

The application is reviewed by the 

Planning Department for compliance with 

the Tucson General Plan. The Planning 

Director issues a decision within seven days 

whether or not the application is within 

compliance with the General Plan. If the 

application is found not to be in 

compliance, it is not accepted and returned 

to the applicant. If it is found to be in 

compliance it continues through the 

process. 

5. Review of Application 

Applications are reviewed by the Planning 
Department and various agencies for 

consistency with the Land Use Code and 

Development Standards. 

6. Planning Director's Recommendation 

The Planning Director prepares a 
Recommendation and submits it to the 
applicant and the Zoning Examiner within 

fifteen days of the scheduled public hearing. 

7. Examiner's Public Hearing 

The public is notified within fifteen days of 

the hearing either by mail, publishing or 

posting. At the hearing anyone may make 

comments either verbally or in writing. 

The Zoning Examiner considers comments 

from the developer, the Planning 

Department and the public. Within five 
days of the hearing the Zoning Examiner 

issues a recommendation to the applicant, 

the Planning Department and anyone else 

requesting a copy. 

8. Mayor and Council Consideration and 

Decision 

The Recommendation of the Zoning 

Examiner is presented to Mayor and 

Council at a public meeting or hearing. 

The Mayor and Council make a Legislative 

Decision to approve or deny the rezoning. 

9. Mayor and Council Adoption 

If the rezoning is approved, it is adopted in 
the form of an ordinance and the zoning 
maps are amended. The applicant may 
then go on to obtain a building permit. 
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ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCTION APPENDIX 

APPENDIX A 



Process: 

Where do you see your process beginning? 
Will you do the malting and roasting? 
Will you mill and mash or use a malt extract? 
How will you heat your water (Will you use tap water or bottled)? 
Will you only be kegging (Is this the typical metal kegs)? Any plans to bottle? 

How will you dispose of the spent grain? Any special requirements? 

Are there any adverse odors or noise associated with brewing? 
Sales to the public - Own containers? Deposit on your containers? 
How much space and equipment is required for secondary, nonalcoholic beverage? 

Equipment: 

.What equipment do you need? How big are they? Proximity limits? Any position 
requirements, i.e. , along perimeter wall , above floor drain, in isolated room) 
(4 fermenters, 1 bright beer tank (conditioning tank), 1 boiler (mash tun?), 2 refrigeration units, 
2 chemical tanks, 4-5 pumps, hosing, 1-2 heat exchangers, kegging station w/ filtration unit 
(serving tank?)) 

Do you need a liquor tank? If so, will it be located outside or inside? How large does it 
need to be? 

Do you need a grain silo? II II? II II? 

Will you have closed or open fermentation tanks? 
Do kegs need to be sterilized? Do you need equipment for this? 

Storage 

Do you need walk in refrigerators or freezers? How large? 
How much storage area do you need for kegs? Could they be stored outside? 



If you don't use a silo, how much room do you need to store the grain? 

Building 

Does the loading dock need any special requirements - how large is your truck, will any large 
delivery trucks be using it? How large would those trucks be? 

Do you want to set aside a designated space for the sale of beer to the public? 
Is natural gas a necessity or is electric sufficient? 
Any special requirements: 

Specific temperature or humidity controls: 
Specific lighting control (i.e. , damage to process from excess sunlight) 
Special disposal of harsh chemicals:: 
Finishes (floor, ceiling, walls) : 
Communication requirements: 
Venting for kettle steam and flue gas requirements: 
Floor drains: 
Security: 
Other: 

Environmental/Image 

Any preference in materials? 
Any sustainability requirements: 

Use of natural daylighting? 
Solar (possibly hot water heating)? 

Is there any specific image that you wish to convey (i.e., industrial, warehouse, yuppie, 
classy, etc.)? 

Economy 

Any inclination to buy land and build, buy building or lease to own? 
If so, larger building with portion to brew and wait until brew pub comes to fruition or 

small building to brew and land to add brew pub later? 

Approximately $3, 750/month for rent and miscellaneous - How much for improvements to 
the building? 



Brew Pub 

Type? Bar atmosphere - with food or appetizers? 
Seat how many people? 
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ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY PROSPECTUS AND ANALYSIS 
SCENARIO ONE- ORIGINAL BUSINESS PLAN 

Conversions fl .oz. 

15 barrels batch 3968 

2 kegs barrel 1984 

31 gallons barrel 128 
2 Eitchers ~all on 60 
3 ~lasses Eitcher 12 

Initial Debt 
20000 capitalizing (no interest) 

150000 loan to company from major investor 
remainder from company, and other investment 

Planned Assets 
170000 Equipment 10 yr life 
30000 Improvements 40 yr life 

Production 
15000 barrels year max 

production 
req. by Fed. 

15000 59520000 

310000 gallons year max 
production 
req. by State 

310000 39680000 

135 barrels month max 
production 
of fermintors 

135 535680 

Customers 
20 good customers 4 services per month 

Continuous Expenses 
360 dollars 

0.1 dollars 

27.89 dollars 
0.07 interest 

0.5 hrs 
2 ke~s 

0.044% 
2% 
3% 

257.42 dollars 

300 dollars 
0.01 dollars 
0.05 dollars 

4 hrs 
0.02 dollars 

8 hrs 
29.9 dollars 

13 dollars 

325 dollars 

4 hrs 

1.1% 

1% 

800 dollars 

2-3 kegs 

1500 dollars 

3% 
7 dollars 
8% 

0.16 dollars 

3 wks 
100 dollars 

39.38 dollars 
200 dollars 

90 dollars 
0.5 dollars 

One Time Expenses 

4 months exEenses 
170000 dollars 
20000 dollars 

10000 dollars 
1200 dollars 
1000 dollars 

per 

month advertisement - tradepapers I 
newsEaEers 

bottle bottles 

batch cleaning cost 

month debt service 

customer distribution 

customer distribution 

Eroduction donations I Eromotion 

sales emElo~ee benefits 

sales General and Administrative - other 

batch ingredient cost 

month insurance 

label labels 
bottle labor - bottling 
batch labor - kegging 
bottle labor - labeling 

batch labor - Eroduction 
hr labor cost - OEerator 
hr labor - standard 

year liquor license renewal 

customer new customer relations I getting 

sales office expense 

sales office salary 

month officer allowance 

keg produced packaging - rotation 

month 

year 
barrel 
retail sale 
gallon 

emEloyee 
month 
batch 
month 

keg 
bottle 

per 

rent I mortgage 

shrinkage 
tax - federal 
tax- sales 
tax- state 

training to Eerform task adeguatel~ 
travel I entertainment 
utilities cost 
vehicle oEeration costs 

wholesale revenue 
wholesale revenue 

maturity 
eguiEment 
leasehold improvements to the 
ErOJ?erty 
setuE equiEment 
Table Tents 
Coasters 



ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY PROSPECTUS AND ANALYSIS 
SCENARIO ONE- ORIGINAL BUSINESS PLAN 

Production 
Income 

Beer 
Volume 
Shrinkage 
Revenue 

Root Beer (unrealized production) 
Volume 
Shrinkage 
Revenue 

Costs of Goods Sold 
Tax 

Federal 
State 

Raw Materials I Ingredients 
Cleaning and Materials 
Utilities 

Kegs 
Bottles 
Labels 

Labor 
Production 
Kegging 
Bottling 
Labeling 

Depreciation 
Equipment 

Distribution 
labor 

Sub-Total 

month 
keg 

oz keg 
535,680 135 

2,770,987 

4.05 
$ 11,785.50 

$ 11,785.50 

$ 472.50 
$ 334.80 

$ 1,158.39 
$ 125.51 
$ 177.21 

part of original start costs 

$ 1.35 

36 $ 468.00 
18 $ 234.00 

$ 2.70 

$ 1,416.67 

40 $ 520.00 
$ 4,911.12 

$ 6,874.38 

bottles 

oz bottle 
535,680 44640 

1339.2 
$21,650.40 

$21,650.40 

$ 472.50 
$ 334.80 

$ 1,158.39 
$ 125.51 
$ 177.21 

$ 4,464.00 
$ 446.40 

$ 468.00 

$ 2,232.00 
$ 892.80 

$ 1,416.67 

$ 520.00 
$ 12,708.27 

$ 8,942.13 



General Business 
Promotions 

advertisement - tradepapers I newspapers $ 360.00 $ 360.00 

donations I promotion $ 523.80 $ 962.24 

Depreciation 

improvements $ 62.50 $ 62.50 

liquor license fees $ 27.08 $ 27.08 
travel I entertainment $ 100.00 $ 100.00 
vehicle $ 200.00 $ 200.00 

Insurance $ 300.00 $ 300.00 

rent I mortgage $ 1,500.00 $ 1,500.00 

debt service $ 1,416.70 $ 1,625.24 

employee benefits $ 235.71 $ 433.01 

General and Administrative - other $ 353.57 $ 649.51 
l ,Oll $ 5,079.36 s 6,194.79 $ 6,219.58 

Total $ 1,795.02 $ 2,722.55 



ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY PROSPECTUS AND ANALYSIS 
SCENARIO ONE- ORIGINAL BUSINESS PLAN 

Liability 

Start-up losses 
production 
general business 

Equipment costs 
Leasehold improvements to property 
Equipment setup 
License fees 
Table tents 
Coasters 

Original Loan Amounts 
keg I bottles 

$ 19,644.49 $ 50,833.09 
$ 20,218.28 $ 24,779.16 
$ 170,000.00 $ 170,000.00 
$ 20,000.00 $ 20,000.00 
$ 10,000.00 $ 10,000.00 
$ 800.00 $ 800.00 
$ 1,200.00 $ 1,200.00 
$ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00 
$242,862.77 $ 278,612.25 



ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY PROSPECTUS AND ANALYSIS 
SCENARIO ONE - ORIGINAL BUSINESS PLAN 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 

Initial Outflow Year One Year Two Year Three Year Four Year Five 
Remaining 

IRR 
Equity 

kegs $ (242,862. 77) $ 14,360.16 $21,540.25 $ 21,540.25 $21,540.25 $21,540.25 $ 111,250.00 -30/o 

bottling $ (278,612.25) $21,780.38 $32,670.56 $32,670.56 $32,670.56 $32,670.56 $ 111,250.00 -1°/o 

MIRR 

kegs $ (242,862. 77) $ 14,360.16 $21,540.25 $ 21,540.25 $21,540.25 $21,540.25 $ 111,250.00 -1 °/o 

bottling $ (278,612.25) $21,780.38 $32,670.56 $32,670.56 $32,670.56 $32,670.56 $ 111,250.00 1 o/o 

7% reinvestment rate 
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ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY PROSPECTUS AND ANALYSIS 

SCENARIO TWO - EXTENDED DEPRECATION LIFE 

Conversions fl .oz. 

15 barrels batch 3968 

2 kegs barrel 1984 

31 gallons barrel 128 

2 ~itchers ~all on 60 

3 ~lasses ~itcher 12 

Initial Debt 
20000 capitalizing (no interest) 

150000 loan to company from major investor 

remainder from company, and other invesbnent 

Planned Assets 
170000 Equipment 40 yr life 

30000 Improvements 40 yr life 

Production 
15000 barrels year max 

production 
req. by Fed. 

15000 59520000 

31 0000 gallons year max 
production 
req. by State 

310000 39680000 

135 barrels month max 
production 
of 

135 535680 

Customers 
20 good customers 4 services per month 

Continuous Expenses 
360 dollars 

0.1 dollars 

27.89 dollars 

0.07 interest 
0.5 hrs 

2 ke~s 
0.044% 

2% 
3% 

257.42 dollars 

300 dollars 

0.01 dollars 
0.05 dollars 

4 hrs 

0.02 dollars 

8 hrs 

29.9 dollars 

13 dollars 

325 dollars 

4 hrs 

1.1% 

1% 

800 dollars 

2-3 kegs 

1500 dollars 

3% 

7 dollars 
8% 

0.16 dollars 

3 wks 
100 dollars 

39.38 dollars 
200 dollars 

90 dollars 
0.5 dollars 

One Time Expenses 

4 months ex~enses 

170000 dollars 
20000 dollars 

10000 dollars 
1200 dollars 
1000 dollars 

per 

month advertisement - tradepapers I 
news~aEers 

bottle bottles 

batch cleaning cost 

month debt service 

customer distribution 

customer distribution 

~roduction donations I ~romotion 
sales em~lo~ee benefits 
sales General and Administrative - other 

batch ingredient cost 

month insurance 

label labels 

bottle labor - bottling 
batch labor - kegging 

bottle labor - labeling 

batch labor - ~roduction 

hr labor cost- o~rator 

hr labor - standard 

year liquor license renewal 

customer new customer relations I getting 

sales office expense 

sales office salary 

month officer allowance 

keg produced packaging - rotation 

month 

year 
barrel 
retail sale 
gallon 

em~lo~ee 

month 
batch 
month 

ke~ 
bottle 

per 

rent I mortgage 

shrinkage 

tax - federal 
tax- sales 
tax- state 

trainins to Eerform task adeguatelx 

travel I entertainment 

utilities cost 
vehicle oEeration costs 

wholesale revenue 

wholesale revenue 

maturit)t 
eguipment 
leasehold improvements to the 
ErOJ)erty 
setuE eguiEment 
Table Tents 
Coasters 



ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY PROSPECTUS AND ANALYSIS 
SCENARIO TWO- EXTENDED DEPRECATION LIFE 

month 
Production keg I bottles 

Income 

Beer oz keg oz bottle 

Volume 535,680 135 535,680 44640 
Shrinkage 4.05 1339.2 

Revenue $ 11,785.50 $21,650.40 

Root Beer (unrealized production) 
Volume 2,770,987 
Shrinkage 

Revenue 
$ 11,785.50 $21,650.40 

Costs of Goods Sold 

Tax 

Federal $ 472.50 $ 472.50 

State $ 334.80 $ 334.80 

Raw Materials I Ingredients $ 1,158.39 $ 1,158.39 
Cleaning and Materials $ 125.51 $ 125.51 
Utilities $ 177.21 $ 177.21 

Kegs part of original start costs 

Bottles $ 4,464.00 

Labels $ 1.35 $ 446.40 

Labor 
Production 36 $ 468.00 $ 468.00 

Kegging 18 $ 234.00 

Bottling $ 2,232.00 

Labeling $ 2.70 $ 892.80 

Depreciation 

Equipment $ 354.17 $ 354.17 

Distribution 
labor 40 $ 520.00 $ 520.00 

$ 3,848.62 $ 11,645.77 

Sub-Total $ 7,936.88 $10,004.63 



General Business 
Promotions 

advertisement - tradepapers I newspapers $ 360.00 $ 360.00 

donations I promotion $ 523.80 $ 962.24 

Depreciation 

improvements $ 62.50 $ 62.50 

liquor license fees $ 27.08 $ 27.08 

travel I entertainment $ 100.00 $ 100.00 

vehicle $ 200.00 $ 200.00 

Insurance $ 300.00 $ 300.00 

rent I mortgage $ 1,500.00 $ 1,500.00 
' 

debt service $ 1,391.91 $ 1,600.45 

employee benefits $ 235.71 $ 433.01 

General and Administrative - other $ 353.57 $ 649.51 

5,055 $ 5,054.57 s 6, 11>4.19 $ 6,194.79 

Total $ 2,882.31 $ 3,809.84 



ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY PROSPECTUS AND ANALYSIS 
SCENARIO TWO- EXTENDED DEPRECATION LIFE 

Liability 

Start-up losses 

production 
general business 

Equipment costs 
Leasehold improvements to property 

Equipment setup 
License fees 

Table tents 

Coasters 

Original Loan Amounts 

keg I bottles 

$ 15,394.49 
$ 20,218.28 
$ 170,000.00 
$ 20,000.00 
$ 10,000.00 
$ 800.00 
$ 1,200.00 
$ 1,000.00 
$238,612.77 

$ 46,583.09 
$ 24,779.16 
$ 170,000.00 
$ 20,000.00 
$ 10,000.00 
$ 800.00 
$ 1,200.00 
$ 1,000.00 
$ 274,362.25 



ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY PROSPECTUS AND ANALYSIS 
SCENARIO TWO - EXTENDED DEPRECATION LIFE 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 

Initial Outflow Year One Year Two Year Three Year Four Year Five 
Remaining 

IRR 
Equity 

kegs $ (238,612.77) $ 23,058.50 $34,587.75 $ 34,587.75 $ 34,587.75 $ 34,587.75 $ 175,000.00 so/o 

bottling $ (274,362.25) $ 30,478.71 $45,718.06 $ 45,718.06 $45,718.06 $45,718.06 $ 175,000.00 S01o 

MIRR 
kegs $ (238,612.77) $ 23,058.50 $ 34,587.75 $34,587.75 $34,587.75 $34,587.75 $ 175,000.00 S01o 
bottling $ (274,362.25) $ 30,478.71 $45,718.06 $45,718.06 $45,718.06 $45,718.06 $ 175,000.00 So/o 

7% reinvestment rate 
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ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY PROSPECTUS AND ANALYSIS 
SCENARIO THREE -ADDING A THIRD FERMENTOR 

Conversions fl .oz. 

15 barrels batch 3968 

2 kegs barrel 1984 

31 sallons barrel 128 
2 Eitchers sallon 60 
3 slasses Eitcher 12 

Initial Debt 
20000 capitalizing (no interest) 

150000 loan to company from major investor 
remainder from company, and other investment 

Planned Assets 
255000 Equipment 10 yr life 

30000 Improvements 40 yr life 

Production 
15000 barrels year max 

production 
req. by Fed. 

15000 59520000 

310000 gallons year max 
production 
req. by State 

310000 39680000 

202.5 barrels month max 
production 
of fermintors 

135 803520 

Customers 
20 good customers 4 services per month 

Continuous Expenses 
360 dollars 

0.1 dollars 

27.89 dollars 
0.07 interest 

0.5 hrs 

2 kess 
0.044% 

2% 
3% 

257.42 dollars 

300 dollars 
0.01 dollars 
0.05 dollars 

4 hrs 
0.02 dollars 

8 hrs 
29.9 dollars 

13 dollars 

325 dollars 

4 hrs 

1.1% 

1% 

800 dollars 

2-3 kegs 

1500 dollars 

3% 
7 dollars 
8% 

0.16 dollars 

3 wks 
100 dollars 

39.38 dollars 
200 dollars 

90 dollars 
0.5 dollars 

One Time Expenses 

4 months expenses 
255000 dollars 

20000 dollars 

10000 dollars 
1200 dollars 
1000 dollars 

per 

month advertisement - tradepapers I 
newsEaEers 

bottle bottles 

batch cleaning cost 
month debt service 
customer distribution 
customer distribution 
Eroduction donations I Eromotion 
sales emElo~ee benefits 
sales General and Administrative - other 

batch ingredient cost 

month insurance 
label labels 
bottle labor - bottling 
batch labor - kegging 
bottle labor - labeling 

batch labor - Eroduction 
hr labor cost - OEerator 
hr labor - standard 

year liquor license renewal 

customer new customer relations I getting 

sales office expense 

sales office salary 

month officer allowance 

keg produced packaging - rotation 

month 

~ear 

barrel 
retail sale 
gallon 

emEloyee 
month 
batch 
month 

ke~ 
bottle 

per 

rent I mortgage 

shrinkage 
tax - federal 
tax- sales 
tax- state 

training to ~rform task adeguatel~ 
travel I entertainment 
utilities cost 
vehicle OEeration costs 

wholesale revenue 
wholesale revenue 

maturity 

eguiEment 
leasehold improvements to the 
Eroperty 
setuE eguipment 
Table Tents 
Coasters 



ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY PROSPECTUS AND ANALYSIS 
SCENARIO THREE- ADDING A THIRD FERMENTOR 

Production 
Income 

Beer 

Volume 

Shrinkage 

Revenue 
Root Beer (unrealized production) 

Volume 

Shrinkage 

Revenue 

Costs of Goods Sold 
Tax 

Federal 
State 

Raw Materials I Ingredients 
Cleaning and Materials 
Utilities 

Kegs 

Bottles 
Labels 

Labor 
Production 
Kegging 

Bottling 

Labeling 

Depreciation 
Equipment 

Distribution 
labor 

Sub-Total 

month 
keg 

oz keg 

803,520 202.5 

2,503,147 

6.075 

$ 17,678.25 

$ 17,678.25 

$ 708.75 
$ 502.20 

$ 1,737.59 
$ 188.26 
$ 265.82 

part of original start costs 

$ 2.03 

54 $ 702.00 
27 $ 351.00 

$ 4.05 

$ 2,125.00 

40 $ 520.00 
$ 7,106.68 

$10,571.57 

bottles 

oz bottle 

803,520 66960 

2008.8 

$ 32,475.60 

$32,475.60 

$ 708.75 
$ 502.20 

$ 1,737.59 
$ 188.26 
$ 265.82 

$ 6,696.00 
$ 669.60 

$ 702.00 

$ 3,348.00 

$ 1,339.20 

$ 2,125.00 

$ 520.00 
$ 18,802.41 

$13,673.19 



General Business 

Promotions 

advertisement - tradepapers I newspapers $ 360.00 $ 360.00 

donations I promotion $ 785.70 $ 1,443.36 

Depreciation 

improvements $ 62.50 $ 62.50 

liquor license fees $ 27.08 $ 27.08 

travel I entertainment $ 100.00 $ 100.00 

vehicle $ 200.00 $ 200.00 

Insurance $ 300.00 $ 300.00 

rent I mortgage $ 1,500.00 $ 1,500.00 

debt service $ 1,990.72 $ 2,303.53 

employee benefits $ 353.57 $ 649.51 

General and Administrative- other $ 530.35 $ 974.27 

6,ll0 $ 6,209.92 s 7.9:10.2.1 $ 7,920.25 

Total $ 4,361.65 $ 5,752.94 



ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY PROSPECTUS AND ANALYSIS 
SCENARIO THREE- ADDING A THIRD FERMENTOR 

Liability 

Start-up losses 

production 

general business 
Equipment costs 

Leasehold improvements to property 

Equipment setup 
License fees 
Table tents 
Coasters 

Original Loan Amounts 

keg I bottles 

$ 28,426.73 $ 75,209.63 

$ 24,839.68 $ 31,681.00 

$ 255,000.00 $ 255,000.00 

$ 20,000.00 $ 20,000.00 

$ 10,000.00 $ 10,000.00 

$ 800.00 $ 800.00 
$ 1,200.00 $ 1,200.00 
$ 1,000.00 $ 1,000.00 

$341,266.41 $ 394,890.63 



ROMANS' BREWING COMPANY PR05PECTUS AND ANALYSIS 
SCENARIO THREE- ADDING A THIRD FERMENTOR 

Internal Rate of Return (IRR) 

Initial Outflow Year One Year Two Year Three Year Four Year Five 
Remaining 

IRR 
Equity 

kegs $ (341 ,266.41) $ 34,893.21 $ 52,339.81 $ 52,339.81 $ 52,339.81 $ 52,339.81 $ 153,750.00 40/o 

bottling $ (394,890.63) $ 46,023.52 $69,035.29 $69,035.29 $69,035.29 $69,035.29 $ 153,750.00 S0lo 

MIRR 
kegs $ (341 ,266.41) $ 34,893.21 $ 52,339.81 $ 52,339.81 $ 52,339.81 $ 52,339.81 $ 153,750.00 S0lo 
bottling $ (394,890.63) $ 46,023.52 $69,035.29 $69,035.29 $69,035.29 $69,035.29 $ 153,750.00 6°lo 

7% reinvestment rate 
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